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under $4500! for a Grade 1 monitor.

etc...

- BM4400 high resolution 14" and 20" monitors for RGB, YPbPr (optional decoders for NTSC, PAL, S-VHS (Y/C), D1).
- Auto setup for gray, white and black levels...plus chroma gain and phase with NTSC or PAL optional decoders.
- Companion test signal generator and intelligent probe calibrate monitors and plug into front panel AUX input.
- User settings stored in 4 non-volatile memories and transferred to other monitors via serial link.
- Optional remote panel tied to monitors' RS485 serial link used to "match" and/or control up to 64 monitors.
- Unique 3X magnification to analyze vertical interval.
- BM4400 Grade 1 monitors are surprisingly affordable. Call for a demo now.

BM4400 AUTO SETUP BROADCAST MONITOR SERIES
True color from monitor, to monitor...to monitor...

PESA
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Over 1000 BM4400s will monitor the Gold at the 1992 Olympics.
Being born into a famous family is no free ride. Standards are high. Expectations are great.

So when Shure unveiled its L Series Wireless Microphones a few years ago, we knew they had to be better than good. They were. In fact, the L Series has emerged as one of the most affordable, trouble-free lines in the business. One that includes nearly every kind of wireless – from hand-held to lavalier to instrument systems – with both diversity and non-diversity receivers.

The all-new, L11 body-pack transmitter is a prime example. With its compact surface mount construction, the L11 is the smallest unit in its class. Battery life is 40 to 50% greater. And its crystal clear output signal lets you operate more systems simultaneously than ever before.

Of course, the L11's reliability is a given. After all, we have a family reputation to uphold.

For information on the L Series of wireless microphones and accessories, call 1-800-25-SHURE. The Sound of the Professionals®... Worldwide.
ANNUAL TECHNOLOGY FORECAST:
Future technology is like tomorrow — it’s always just around the corner, it never arrives. That doesn’t reduce our desire to know what new technologies and events may lie just out of our view. Predicting these events and technological improvements is fascinating, but challenging. The rapid pace of technological developments further compounds the prediction problem. What do you think tomorrow holds?
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ON THE COVER
Forecasting the future is risky business. It’s the same kind of predicament facing weather forecasters — no one remembers when they’re right, only when they’re wrong. If you could accurately predict the changes in store for our industry, you would be rich. Because few of us have such “insightful powers,” we have to rely on more conventional methods, such as surveys. This month’s cover symbolizes viewing future technology in the reflected image of the old-fashioned crystal ball. (Cover credit: Photograph by Magni Systems; photographer, Tracy Brown; concept design by Diane Runyan.)
In video monitors, it always seemed you either couldn't get exactly what you were looking for or you got more than you actually needed. That was before the Panasonic BT-series family of monitors.

Panasonic's new BT-H1350Y (13-inch*) Color Video Monitor gives you SMPTE C Phosphors and an extra sharp 750 horizontal line resolution for the demanding requirements of presentation and measurement.

The new BT-S1360Y (13-inch*) Color Video Monitor couples a wide range of professional features with underscan, cross pulse, selectable color temperature (9300K/6500K) and more.

The new BT-S1370Y (13-inch*) Color Video Monitor gives you many of the same essential professional features like 4-system compatibility, comb filter for NTSC, and blue signal only, at a resolution of 420 TV lines.

The new BT-S900Y (9-inch*) monitor offers underscan, cross pulse, S-VHS compatibility, blue only, comb filtering and AC/DC operation. The BT-S901Y offers the same professional features in an AC, dual rack-mountable configuration.

This entire family of professional monitors couples today's modern technology with Panasonic's quality and stable performance.

When you're choosing professional video monitors, it's great to know that with Panasonic you never have to pay for more than you need. In our minds, that may be the most important feature of all.

Panasonic

For the Panasonic Professional Video Dealer nearest you, call 1-800-524-0864
Panasonic Communications & Systems Company
Division of Matsushita Electric Corporation of America
One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094
Task force announces DAB performance objectives

The NAB DAB task force has outlined the following performance objectives that a DAB system is expected to meet:
1. CD-quality sound. The system should provide CD-quality sound with 20Hz-20kHz frequency response. If implemented in the AM band, the system should provide a frequency response of 20Hz-15kHz. The system may use a data-compression algorithm that meets the requirements of MPEG Layer II.
2. Coverage area. The system should replicate or improve reception within existing coverage areas.
3. Accommodation of existing AM and FM broadcasters. The system should allow all existing AM and FM broadcasters to have access to a DAB channel.
4. Immunity to multipath interference. The system should provide for immunity to multipath interference.
5. Immunity to stoplight fades. The system should operate while stationary in the presence of a broadband multipath fade.
6. No interference to existing AM and FM broadcasts. The system must not generate interference to reception of existing AM and FM broadcasts. (Standard to be determined.)
7. Immunity to interference. The system must be robust enough to operate in the presence of any existing signals. The receiver should achieve its specified performance while operating within the specified coverage area of the DAB transmitter.
8. Minimization of transmission costs. The system should be designed to minimize all costs associated with transmission.
9. Receiver complexity. The receiver should be affordable and small enough for automotive and portable applications. Signal-processing functions and complexity should be transferred from the receiver to the transmitter as much as possible. The receiver should be capable of being implemented in a box no larger than existing radio technology.
10. Additional data capacity. The system should provide as much data capacity as possible in the transmission channel while still providing CD-quality stereo sound.
11. Reception area threshold. Sharp threshold degradation should be avoided by a DAB system. Receivers should be designed to default to the analog signal should the digital signal fall below the reception threshold.

Canada announces digital radio test results

Results of the Canadian propagation studies in the 1,500MHz (L-band) region have been released, showing that the band seems feasible for digital radio use via terrestrial and satellite delivery. Earlier fears of extremely high power requirements and poor building penetration at L-band have been dispelled by the study. (See "Radio," pg. 12.) The tests also gathered significant information regarding the effect of RF channel bandwidth on multipath immunity, of interest to L-band and "in-band" methods of digital radio transmission. The study was conducted by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, the Canadian Association of Broadcasters and the Canadian government's Department of Communication and Communication Research Centre late last summer. Final reports are expected in January.

Meanwhile, the same consortium has released a final report on its earlier tests of the Eureka 147/DAB system, conducted from May 1990 to May 1991 (see "News," September 1990). The report presents favorable conclusions for the MUCAM coding algorithm and the OFDM transmission system (tested in the UHFTV band). It also cites the positive consumer response, preference and demand for a digital radio service observed during the tests.

FCC moves to S-band for digital radio allocation

The FCC has announced that it will seek an allocation for satellite and complementary terrestrial digital radio in the S-band (2,310MHz-2,360MHz) at the 1992 World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC '92), to be held in Torremolinos, Spain, next month. This appears to rule out an L-band (1,500MHz) allocation that the NAB and other North American broadcast organizations had supported.

The commission will also seek the addition of terrestrial digital radio allocation issues to the agenda of a later WARC conference, where further spectrum discussions for the service could be held.
The point of news coverage and field production is to be in close. Broad in scope. With no distortion. While capturing shots as appealing as a wide slice of pepperoni pizza.

Nikon's new S9x5.5 lens, with internal focus, was made to order. Search far and wide and you'll find, for being near (about 1') and wide (77.3° x 61.9°), no one else gives more. The crisp image, sharp from corner to corner, comes courtesy of Nikon's famed optics and ED glass. You glide through the 9x zoom ratio — from 5.5mm to 49.5mm — smoothly. And we include a 1.7x extender.

The internal focus extends your creative options to include matte boxes and a full range of filters. And, like all Nikon ENG/EFP lenses, its lightweight design and rigid construction can't be topped.

The S9x5.5. Expect no less from Nikon. After all, we create the world's finest video lenses — from a complete line of HDTV lenses to converters that transform your Nikon F-series SLR lenses into a complete menu of special effects lenses for your CCD camera.

For more information, write or call: Nikon Electronic Imaging, Dept. D1, 91 Cleveland Ave., Bayshore, NY 11706. 1-800-52-NIKON (546-4566).
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More bang for the buck

What this industry needs is a good fall trade show. "Wait a minute, I thought we had a fall trade show," you say.

Yes, Virginia, there are fall trade shows, but what I want (and so do many other people) is a good fall trade show.

During September and October, all we hear about is the next trade show. First comes the radio show, then RTNDA, then AES, followed by SBE and SMPTE. Give me a break! Why does this industry have to endure four or five separate and similar trade shows, when we are suffering through tough economic times? Couldn't one combined show do more with less?

The answer to that question is an emphatic yes!

The technology exhibited at these shows is not only similar and related, but also much, perhaps even most, of the hardware is the same. Why should exhibitors have to cart their equipment around the country for two months to see a few hundred potential clients? Why do attendees have to spend approximately 50% of those two months on the road seeing the same people with the same hardware? Finally, why should we have to choose from competing events?

Last month, I congratulated SBE and RTNDA for agreeing to combine the exhibition portion of their conventions. After attending the recent SMPTE convention, I'm convinced that it's time to go even further.

The industry is in a slump. Facilities are not buying hardware as fast as they used to. Manufacturers are more cautious about developing new products, and costs are on everyone's mind.

These facts are clear at the current fall shows. Fewer exhibitors are attending the individual shows and, in most cases, there are fewer attendees. It doesn't take a rocket scientist to realize that there is a problem.

The rumor at the SMPTE show was that it and AES were discussing a combined event. Great, but it's not enough.

It's time for AES, RTNDA, SBE, and SMPTE to swallow their pride and do what's in the best interest of their members — and exhibitors. They should combine the exhibitions of their conventions into a single large fall trade show.

Who wins by such an approach? Everyone. Having been involved in the recent SBE/RTNDA agreement, I can tell you there are significant cost savings when groups combine show efforts.

One more thing. It's time for the associations to address the issue of location costs. Why do we go to New York every year? It may be a great place to visit, but there are certainly other lower-cost and just as entertaining locations available. Perhaps, if it didn't cost $200 per night for a minimum-quality hotel room, and $20 for breakfast, a few thousand other professionals might be able to attend. Besides, increased attendance translates to higher profits for the associations.

The SBE and RTNDA just made great strides toward the solution of our fall show problem by combining efforts. Now it's time for the other two players, SMPTE and AES, to put aside their territorial differences and combine with the other groups to form a single fall event.

Members and exhibitors are suffering through bad times with layoffs, cutbacks and smaller budgets. These groups need to recognize this fact and adjust accordingly. From lower cost-per-square-foot exhibition space to lower hotel rates, a larger convention provides the attendee and exhibitor more bang for the buck.

Brad Dick, editor

Editorial
The Most Widely Used Headphones.

As a broadcast professional, you need to listen to the audio—not the headphones. You want to feel the emotion and excitement exactly the way your audience does. That's why so many broadcast professionals rely on AKG headphones.

It's no wonder that the 1990 and 1991 Billboard surveys of U.S. studios found that AKG headphones are the "#1 Most Widely Used Studio Headphones."

Made in Vienna, AKG headphones are the product of Austria's musical heritage. Our engineers have designed their pure love of music into the best headphones in the pro market.

If you're not using our headphones now, try a pair on—and you'll hear why we're #1.

AKG Acoustics, Inc.
1525 Alvarado Street
San Leandro, California 94577 USA
Tel: (1) 510/351-3500
Fax: (1) 510/351-0500

© 1991 AKG Acoustics, Inc. AKG is a registered trademark of Acoustische U. Kirnberger Ges.mbH, Austria.
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AM rules amended

By Harry C. Martin

In September, the FCC adopted revisions and adjustments to its AM rules and policies aimed at improving the health and ensuring the survival of the AM service. The new rules implement three policy initiatives: 1) expanding the AM band; 2) implementing new technical standards designed to reduce interference; and 3) consolidating AM broadcast operations. Furthermore, the commission stated that in three years it will "revisit" the issue of whether to limit program duplication by AM/FM combinations.

AM band expansion
The commission selectively opened 10 newly available frequencies in the expanded band, 1,605-1,705 MHz, to those AM stations that significantly contribute to congestion and interference in the existing band. The agency will adopt an allotment plan for the AM expanded band that is based on wide station separations and low interference levels. A "ranking system" based on interference reduction will be established to select from among the AM stations seeking to migrate to the expanded band. A preference will be awarded to AM stereo broadcasting in the expanded band. Finally, the commission will allow dual ownership and operation of existing and expanded band stations for a transitional period of five years, with a corresponding waiver of duopoly and national ownership rules during the permissible period of dual ownership.

Technical interference standards
A number of steps were taken to improve the quality of service in the existing AM band. Specifically, the commission increased first- and second-adjacent channel protection ratios to reduce adjacent channel interference and to promote the development of receivers with higher audio fidelity. In an attempt to improve nighttime reception, the commission refined the methodology for calculating nighttime coverage and interference to more accurately measure interference effects.

Finally, the commission will, in some cases, require a 10% interference reduction when voluntary modifications are made to AM station facilities.

Station consolidation
To reduce interference, the FCC is encouraging the discontinuance of operation of marginal stations by issuing tax certificates to stations shutting down in exchange for payment by other licensees. The commission will also relax its multi-ownership rules for applicants proposing facility changes that would result in significant reduction of interference to co-channel or adjacent channel stations.

Other changes
In addition, the FCC will relax its rules pertaining to the Travelers Information Service to allow for the authorization, on a secondary basis, of such stations on any AM frequency.

The freeze on AM applications was scheduled to be lifted upon approval of the new rules by the Office of Management and Budget.

EBS signal length to be shortened
The commission is proposing to reduce the required minimum length of the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) 2-tone attention signal to eight seconds. Current rules specify 20 seconds as the minimum length for EBS test signals.

The agency also plans to reduce the time delay incorporated in the demuting process to a minimum of three seconds and a maximum of four seconds. This would ensure that the EBS alert tone will be audible for four to 22 seconds. In addition, the commission has proposed adding a new rule section prohibiting broadcast stations from any transmission of the EBS attention signal tone, the broadcast of any recording of the attention signal, or the transmission of any other simulation of the attention signal tone other than in an authorized test of the system or an actual emergency situation.

The commission announced that it will initiate a Notice of Inquiry to solicit information and comments on two other EBS-related issues — possible revisions to the EBS test script, and whether to permit activation, monitoring and control of EBS systems by remote control.

Wireless cable rules changed
The FCC has made several changes to the rules it adopted for the service in 1990. (Wireless cable is a multichannel video service that uses microwave channels rather than wire or cable.)

- In certain circumstances, signal boosters of extremely low power (~9dBW E.I.R.P.) may be constructed and operated without prior FCC authorization. This change is designed to relieve operators of regulatory and economic burdens, while preventing harmful interference to authorized facilities.
- The ITFS excess capacity leasing rules were amended to give ITFS licensees greater flexibility in scheduling ITFS programming.
- Licensed ITFS stations that lease excess capacity will be protected from harmful interference from newcomer ITFS applicants during hours of non-ITFS programming.
- The three private operational-fixed service (OF5) "H" channels were reallocated to the MDS service.
- Response channels associated with the OF5 H channels are to remain allocated to OF5, while half of the MDS response channels have been reallocated to OF5. All ITFS response channels remain with that service.
- The FCC has declined to permit facility modifications to facilitate co-location without prior agency authorization.
- A "rural" exemption to the prohibition of cable ownership of wireless cable was adopted. An additional exemption was adopted to permit cable systems to provide local programming over wireless cable under certain conditions.
- Existing cable TV ownership of wireless cable interests were grandfathered.
- Wireless cable entities will be permitted to access up to eight ITFS channels so long as at least another eight such channels remain available for educational use in the service area.
- Eligibility to use ITFS channels will be limited to MDS operators in the service area.
"How the Odetics Cart Machine Streamlined Operations at KWHY."

"It's hard to imagine what KWHY would be like without the Odetics TCS2000 Cart Machine. Since we installed the machine five years ago, it's made all the difference in the way our station operates.

KWHY's programming is split between live business news and satellite-transmitted foreign language productions. The TCS2000 handles all local insertions. Station breaks are frequent, and we air up to six spots at each break. Sometimes that amounts to as many as 400 spots in a 21-hour period. With that kind of workload, we needed a cart machine that could air spots with consistent quality and very little operator involvement. The TCS2000 has met both requirements.

This cart machine has streamlined our operation in other ways too. For example, we can transfer schedules from our traffic computer and the machine generates a playlist. That saves time and eliminates the human error factor. The TCS2000 also gives us an automatic database that manages our cart inventory, exception reports that alert our operator to missing spots, and service diagnostics we can use to pin down a problem right away — before it can affect the quality of our on-air programming.

When it comes to technical support, I've never dealt with a more responsive company than Odetics. Their toll-free service hotline is staffed by people who know the cart machine thoroughly and take a real interest in our station. They've never let us down.

When I see the TCS2000 operating smoothly and flawlessly here, I realize it's a part of the station we couldn't do without. If you're considering installing a cart machine, feel free to call me at (213) 466-5441. I'll be happy to tell you more about the efficiency of this equipment — and what it's meant to KWHY."

David Zulli, Chief Engineer
KWHY, Los Angeles
TV stereo intermodulation

By Rick Lehtinen, technical editor

One of the most troublesome things about the Broadcast Television Standards Committee (BTSC) stereo standard concerns the stereo light on the viewers' TV sets. Early on, a lack of receiver standardization left many viewers puzzled. When the stereo light went on, the SAP switch did something. Unfortunately, that something varied from set to set. Some viewers became so confused that they blamed the TV stations. Many switched channels because second languages or non-related audio kept coming out of their sets. (See the Editorial, BE October 1989.)

Now, an advancement in high-power UHF technology may also haunt multichannel TV sound (MTS).

Many new UHF transmitters operate common mode. They use the same power amplifier for video and audio power amplification. Although this has significant technical and cost advantages, it may also cause a problem with the viewer's MTS decoder. If the transmitter manufacturer isn't careful, harmonics from the video sync pulse may mix into the transmitted audio, and masquerade as the stereo pilot. This can trigger stereo receivers, turn on the stereo decoder, and treat the viewers to non-stereo audio on their expensive receivers. Also, because the receiver is now working in wideband mode, it may be doing its best to stereo decode mono audio plus intermodulation.

Although this problem may seem trivial, it has two major consequences. First, it would appear to violate section 73.682(c)(3) of the FCC rules, which requires protection of the stereo pilot. According to the rules, the energy found at 15.734kHz must be at least 46dB below 25kHz equivalent deviation for stations not transmitting in BTSC stereo. Furthermore, section 73.1570(b)(3) of the FCC rules sets maximum peak deviation of the aural carrier for monophonic stations at 25kHz. Intermodulation in some common-mode amplifiers may exceed this. Second, this problem may attract undue attention to your facility. If the FCC determines this is a violation, it might want to investigate further to see what else it could find.

The issue of whether section 73.682(c)(3) applies only to intentionally generated subcarriers, such as from some alternative, non-BTSC stereo scheme, or whether the BTSC pilot must also be protected from unintentionally generated signals, is an issue now pending before the FCC. The commission has also been asked to clarify whether aural modulation caused by H-sync components contaminating the aural baseband count toward the ±25kHz frequency deviation limit for monophonic TV signals.

Figure 1. Block diagram of a patent-pending system that limits aural intermodulation. (Courtesy of Comark.)

Hard to find

Unfortunately, the problem is often hard to spot. Before BTSC, it was known that the visual signal could amplitude cross modulate the aural carrier, but few people cared. It wasn't thought to have any meaningful effect on the demodulated sound in a monaural system. One reason for this may be that the effect is so hard to measure. A conventional RF spectrum analyzer cannot always measure the amplitude of the first order 15.734kHz FM sidebands in the aural carrier of a common-mode TV transmitter. The reason is that there will also be amplitude-modulated H-sync components present. The AM sidebands of these signals may mask the FM sidebands. In fact, normal monaural proof-of-performance measurements may not be sufficient to demonstrate the problem. It will likely present itself, however, when examining the audio of the full BTSC bandwidth.

At first glance, any problem that is hidden and doesn't seem to hurt anything may seem to be something that can be safely ignored. However, with the number of stereo televisions sold growing at double-digit rates (up 32% last year), that may be an unwise approach. Intermodulation products can turn on a set's MTS decoder. The result of a wideband representation of narrowband audio may not be the quality of sound you want your viewers to have.

Aural carrier correction

One approach to cure this problem resembles a technique sometimes used to overcome common-mode transmitter video distortion products. The drive signal is predistorted in such a way as to create equal amplitude but opposite phase intermodulation products. These generated products cancel the unwanted ones.

A similar technique can be employed with audio. (See Figure 1.) In a transmitter equipped with this system, the video is IF modulated, then corrected, then upconverted and power amplified. The video also feeds an audio corrector. It is first delayed to accomplish a phase reversal, then amplified non-linearly to enrich it with out-of-phase aural intermodulation products. These signals then phase modulate the sound IF, which is summed into the signal stream. This tends to cancel the intermodulation. This, in turn, helps keep the stereo decoder off during monaural programming.

Acknowledgment: The author wishes to thank Dane Erickson, senior engineer, Hammitt & Edison, San Francisco.
The people who set our standards are very tough to satisfy.

Our standards are set by our most demanding customers. And by our sales and technical service representatives. And since all of them are seeking perfection, not one of them is ready to settle for less than the best. That's why 3M Broadcast Betacam® and Master Broadcast Betacam SP® video-cassettes meet and exceed the critical demands of Betacam and Betacam SP users. If the last thing you want to worry about is the tape, choose ours. **We won't be satisfied until you are.**

3M Professional Audio/Video Products Div
3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144
361-3380
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The digital radio spectrum hunt

L-band gets a look, then the hook

By Skip Pizzi, technical editor

The hunt for spectrum in which to place new digital radio broadcast service has been a fundamental and nagging question since the earliest consideration of this technology.

In North America, the choices for digital radio spectrum have been narrowed to either L-band (around 1.5GHz), S-band (around 2.4GHz) or in-band (using existing broadcast radio spectrum in the AM and/or FM bands).

The L- and S-bands have been used only for low-power, point-to-point operation, and never for wide-area broadcast to the public. The industry has wrangled over their viability for digital radio use, citing apparently conflicting data. But preference for L-band over S-band did find general agreement.

New, targeted research

Late last summer, L-band propagation tests were conducted in Canada (see “News” pg. 4). The tests were designed to examine digital radio application in the band, although they were not specific to any particular digital format. An 8kW ERP signal was centered at 1.497MHz, for tests conducted in Ottawa (at 85m HAAT) and Montreal (at 260m HAAT). Both unmodulated carrier and 7MHz-wide noise signals were used for the tests.

To get a good look at multipath effects, samples were taken every 2.5cm along an 800m path at each outdoor test location. Indoor reception was also examined, using a variety of domestic and office building sites. Altogether, more than 50 million sample points were measured, and preliminary results were presented for the first time at the 1991 SBE Convention in Houston.

The tests showed that on a pure propagation basis, L-band is quite similar to UHF. Considering the whole picture of propagation and reception, however, and assuming a digital system is used, results indicated that L-band power requirements would be essentially the same as FM power requirements for equal coverage from the same antenna location and height.

(The tests compared L-band measurements to predicted FM contours at the same ERP and HAAT.)

The key to this important finding involves the assumption that a digital radio receiver’s threshold will be approximately 20dB lower than that of a typical FM receiver. This is a widely accepted notion in the field, cited in most proponents’ papers and recent CCIR documents.

Foliage losses and other received-power variance ranges were in direct proportion to signal strength (i.e., the higher the received power, the wider the variances observed), and in no case was this near-field attenuation enough to drop received signal below threshold. At greater distances, the effects of composite multipath take over, whereby many reflections of relatively equal strength render any single obstruction less problematic.

Building penetration was also ruled out as a problem. Interior reception tests showed that L-band performed as well, if not better, than FM of equivalent transmission power in almost every case.

The FCC may be buying time for in-band systems to mature.

Significant problems remain

However encouraging, these tests show that L-band application wins out one of the major advantages of digital broadcast, namely its astounding efficiency. The 20dB or 30dB greater propagation loss of L-band over VHF neatly cancels the 20dB to 30dB greater efficiency of a digital system obtained by its coding gain and lower C/N requirements. In a nutshell, it’s a wash. And a 100kW ERP at 1,500MHz would most likely carry a hefty price tag, even with several stations splitting the cost.

But perhaps an L- or S-band system’s greatest obstacle to acceptance involves the matter of shared use by direct satellite digital radio operators. This would allow operators to make a box that picks up terrestrial and satellite broadcasts. It would also put broadcasters in the ironic position of promoting consumer purchase of new hardware that would pick up a whole new set of competing (national or regional) signals.

FCC moves to S-band

Just as the Canadian L-band test results were being digested by the U.S. broadcasters, the FCC delivered its own bombshell, having the opposite effect on L-band possibilities. The commission effectively ruled out L-band’s use for digital radio in the United States, at least for the moment, opting for a 50MHz allocation at S-band (2.310-2.360GHz) instead. Strangely, this allocation is approximately 100MHz lower than the S-band frequencies proposed by others for satellite digital radio.

This is the position that U.S. representatives will apparently take to the 1992 World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC ‘92) in February, but they will also ask for a later conference to deal specifically with terrestrial digital radio, at which “all bands” will be considered. Whether L-band is resubmitted there remains to be seen, but the FCC is more likely just buying time for in-band systems to mature with this request.

Speculation on reasoning behind the S-band choice centers on U.S. Department of Defense objections to broadcast allocations in L-band, which is currently used for aeronautical testing of high-tech weaponry.

Although little is known about S-band for terrestrial broadcast use, it’s fairly certain that it will require more power than L-band for similar coverage, and therefore, more than current analog FM powers. How much more is the critical issue. Its penetration behavior will also require study. The Canadian tests showed that no conclusions should be drawn until direct and specific research has been conducted. Nevertheless, no terrestrial proponents seem thrilled by S-band’s prospects, so whether such tests will ever occur remains in question.

With the current variety of proposals, the spectrum picture may not be much clearer after WARC ‘92 than it is now. And the WARC acts are not binding — a country can “footnote” itself out of any agreement. All of this makes an in-band approach even more appealing to broadcasters and prospective receiver manufacturers. We’ll examine the promise and problems of in-band in next month’s column.
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We maintain a Double Standard

The Audio Precision product line now includes two different standard-setting products.

The automated System One - the industry standard for lab bench and factory test station.
- Graphic results on PC screen, copies to printers and plotters.
- GO/NO-GO testing, automated procedures.
- State-of-the-art performance and speed.
- Complete analog and digital domain testing.
- 2 to 192 channels.

The new self-contained Portable One - for service bench and field.
- Compact and affordable.
- An easy-to-use test set for applications not requiring automation.
- Comprehensive capability, high performance.
- Robust polycarbonate purpose-designed case.
- Full stereo capability.

System One and Portable One - two test sets designed for different jobs, each with the quality and performance that you have come to expect from Audio Precision.
Imagine trying to store two hours of high-resolution, full-motion digital images on one machine. Sound unrealistic? Not with some insight into current research on storage technologies.

How much memory?
A single frame of NTSC video represents more than 350,000 bytes of data (1 byte = 8 bits). Two hours of uncompressed video is nearly 80 Gbytes, or 640 Gbits (1,000 Gbits = 1 terabit).

For data transmission rates, an NTSC 30-frame/second signal equals a data rate for uncompressed video of 22 Mbytes/s or 176 Mbits/s.

Numbers for HDTV video are higher. We can expect that an ultimate video storage system will hold more than one terabyte (Tbyte) of data and support data transfer rates greater than 1 Gbit/s.

A magneto-optical drum
One proposal to store extended-length, high-resolution video presentations is a video jukebox with a capacity approaching a terabit and data rates to several hundred Mbits/second. This system will probably use a magneto-optical recording device in a drum configuration for the best balance of size, cost and performance.

High data capacity recording requires a large recording surface. Data rates for motion need a combination of high surface velocity with simultaneous multitrack recording. Efforts to achieve these capabilities usually use several disks on a common shaft with a pickup head for each disk surface. However, a disk format with a constant angular velocity is volumetrically inefficient. The recording density is limited by the inner tracks of the disk, while the outer tracks operate far below the maximum density. On the whole, the disk may be 75% efficient.

An alternative to disks is a drum configuration. The surface of the magneto-optical drum is illuminated simultaneously by eight optical assemblies that are ganged on a common positioning device along the axis of the drum. (See Figure 1.) Each assembly covers a band of tracks and will handle one bit from each byte of data in the digital stream. One byte, a set of eight bits, are processed in parallel.

The key component for the optical-writing assemblies in a high-density data recording system is a blue laser. The wavelength (color) of the writing beam defines the size of the spot where data is being stored — the shorter the wavelength, the better. Blue light has a wavelength of 4,500 Ångstroms, while red is a much longer 6,700 Ångstroms (1 Ångstrom is 10^{-10} m in length).

The conceptual design for drum system suggests a 19-inch diameter and 30-inch length with a surface area of 1,800 square inches. The data storage capacity of the device is proposed to be more than half a terabit. The parallel access data rate is 68 Mbits/s per track or 547 Mbits/s for the system. An estimated worst-case system access time of one second is based on a movement of 3.75 inches from edge-to-edge of a band for the write/read module.

If such an optical drum can store approximately two hours of digitally compressed video, its potential as a commercially viable device is excellent. Much of the development of such a drum is complete, and significant progress of critical components and the system design has been realized. However, questions remain about system cost, identity of the customer and expected delivery requirements.

A better disk
A newly proposed erasable optical disk technology promises to eclipse current magneto-optical systems in speed and capacity. Called electron trapping optical memory (ETOM), the technique also relies on the evasive blue laser to excite electrons in the storage medium. The ETOM process is completely photonic. The laser does not heat or physically alter the storage material. (In magneto-optical systems, a laser heats the disk material just enough to allow unilinearly polarized domains of an unrecorded disk to be reversed by the presence of a fixed magnetic field. The disk cools and retains the new domain polarity. To erase data, a laser reheats recorded spots in a magnetic field of the polarity of the original blank disk.)

ETOM accesses and stores more data than other optical methods. A 5.25-inch disk could hold 15 Gbytes of data with a transfer rate of 120 Mbits/s, compared to 300 Mbytes of data on magneto-optical disks with 6 Mbits/s rate.

The ETOM stores data on more than one level of the disk. Layers are written on and accessed by an amplitude-modulated laser. But instead of two amplitude levels (1-0 binary coding), ETOM will use four levels in quaternary coding. Presently, ETOM is more promise than reality.

When?
The requirements for high-definition video storage devices are moving targets. Parameters change with advances in digital compression of video. Optical storage seems the preferred technology now, but don't rule out solid-state devices.

A key ingredient for improvements in optical and magneto-optical storage is a blue laser. Once developed, it will offer a potential to triple or even quadruple the amount of data that can be stored on disks or drum systems. Current predictions suggest a target date two years away to resolve technical hurdles before the blue diode might become commercially viable.

Editor's note: Information in this article is based on "Video Storage in Digital Transmission Video Jukebox," from SPECS Technology (September 1991) by Dr. Aleksander T. Futro, CableLabs director of technology assessment.

---

Storage for high-resolution digital video
By Carl Bentz, special projects editor

![Figure 1. A proposed drum-type storage device consists of eight bands, each accessed by one of eight mechanically ganged optical modules.](image-url)
Let Cellcast Expand Your Remote Broadcast Possibilities.

NO HASSLE REMOTES

Cellcast’s cellular or land-line technology makes it an instant studio for on-the-spot response. No crowded RF frequencies, just quality broadcast in a compact, easy-to-use unit. And inexpensive. Only $2,950 for the four-channel unit which includes a one-year warranty and loaner program!

Sound good? You bet!! - And now you can Try before you Buy - with no hassle - just call Cellcast direct 1-800-852-1333 to have a Cellcast RBS-400 unit available to you for 2 weeks for only $130.00. We will ship a ready to use unit the day you call.

So, experience hassle free remotes on us, Cellcast * Cost effective * Compact * Convenient.

*Covers shipping, activation of cellular service, technical support and 2 hours of airtime. Try Before you Buy charge will be deducted from purchase price if unit purchased during the TBB program.

Cellcast

REMOTE BROADCAST STUDIO

RETAIL PROMOTIONS, NEWS, SPORTS. CALL 1-800-852-1333.
Tri-Tech, Inc., 6015 North Xanthus, Tulsa, OK 74130, 918-425-5588 FAX 918-428-1423
Most analog tape machines use three motors: the supply reel motor, the take-up reel motor and the capstan drive motor. In older ATRs, intricate mechanisms regulated the motor speed. Modern equipment uses sophisticated microprocessor-based servo control circuits. To minimize wow and flutter, all three motors must operate properly together.

During play or record modes, the three motors operate as follows: The take-up reel motor rotates counterclockwise. It applies constant tension to take up the tape from the capstan.

The capstan motor rotates at a constant speed. The pinch roller presses the tape against the capstan motor. This maintains a constant linear velocity as the tape moves past the heads. Improper capstan motion can lead to flutter problems.

The supply reel rotates counterclockwise, but it has a preset back tension applied to it by its reel motor (clockwise motor rotation), to prevent the tape from spilling, and to help keep the tape properly tensioned as it moves past the heads. Intermittent or improper back tensioning can contribute to wow and flutter effects.

When an ATR starts, it must bring the tape up to speed as quickly as possible. This is not a simple task. Full reels of audiotape present a considerable mass. Audiotape is also fragile and easily deformed by stretching.

Phases of operation

Figure 1 illustrates the timing of the start-up phase of playback and recording. At Point A, the supply reel has dropped its brake, enabling the take-up reel to draw tape. The take-up reel is also released, and the take-up reel motor is being energized. Between Points A and B the tape moves with zero back tension from the supply reel. This permits the take-up reel motor to achieve its normal operating speed as quickly as possible.

At Point B, the supply reel begins to apply back tension to prevent the tape from spilling. The control microprocessor monitors the tape break and/or dancer arm to be sure that tape is not spilling. If an error is detected, the microprocessor stops all tape movement.

Between Points B and C, the reel servo fine tune themselves to achieve constant forward tension on the take-up reel and correct back tension on the supply reel.

At Point C, the pinch roller is energized by a solenoid that presses the tape against the capstan rotor.

At Point D, the take-up reel is applying constant tension to tape coming from the pinch roller and capstan motor. Tape is moving smoothly across the heads. The supply reel is providing proper back tension by driving its motor gently backward, contrary to the tape motion. The playback or record circuits energize at this point.

The entire start-up process takes place in less than one second.

Drive motors are major contributors to ATR wow and flutter.

Motion without stretching the tape. When the tape stops, the reel brakes hold it steady.

Fast forward and rewind

In fast forward and rewind operations, the servo controllers operate both motors in synchronization to provide high-speed fast forward and rewind without stressing the tape. A head lifter pulls the tape away from the head stack to avoid unnecessary head wear.

Next month's column will explore in detail modern servo motor control circuitry.

Kaufhold is an electronics industry analyst based in Tempe, AZ.
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SYSTEL - 3000

DIGITAL MULTI-HYBRID TELEPHONE SYSTEM

- Digital signal processed hybrid system.
- Microprocessor controlled via standard RS-232 or RS-422 interface.
- Up to eight telephone lines in full multiplex communication, by way of the internal MIX-MINUS buss structure.
- No preliminary adjustment or line measurement is required; simply connect it and work!
- Easy to use: the control module can be either a small dedicated console or a standard PC or compatible.
- Line functions and controls are independent for each input module; the technician's job is made easier than ever, even in the software version.
- The switching section handles up to eight telephones, plus the control telephone and the studio telephone.

- Each input module includes:
  - Superb 80dB sidetone rejection.
  - 128 step digital adaptive filter.
  - 24 bit coefficients.
  - 16 bit sigma-delta A/D converters.
  - Switched-capacitor anti-aliasing filter, with 80dB rejection.
  - Line inputs safety protected against line transients and discharges, according to CCITT regulations.

- Some of the functions included on the digital processed section are:
  - Digital AGC included in the self-adaptive filter.
  - Doubletalk detection, without influence in the adaptive procedure.
  - Noise reduction procedure, using a white noise generator applied in the digital domain.
  - Noise free line switching, using stand-by signal timing.
  - Supervisory function of line status, with detection of dialing tones and signalling (busy line, disconnection, etc.)

THE SPECIALIST ON TELEPHONE LINES

VAEQ

APLICACIONES ELECTRONICAS QUASAR, S.A.

CENTRAL OFFICE P.I.Leganes c/Rey Pastor 36 Leganes. MADRID (SPAIN) Tel: 011-34-1-686 13 30 Fax: 011-34-1-686 44 92
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Optimizing 2-track analog ATRs

Wow and flutter

By M. Raymond Jason

Digital recording has an unequivocal advantage over analog systems because of its immunity from time-dependent problems. Even the best analog recorders will forever be stuck with wow and flutter and (unless time code is used) timing errors.

Wow and flutter

Wow and flutter are the audible effects of disturbances in tape motion, manifested as periodic pitch variation. Wow refers specifically to low-frequency variation, from 0.5Hz to approximately 2Hz, while flutter encompasses all higher-frequency variations. At 15ips, any rotating component on the transport of two inches or more in outside diameter can contribute to wow or flutter, depending on how many geometrical or rotational imperfections are present over the span of the component's circumference. Smaller items, including the capstan, can contribute only to flutter.

Four wow and flutter measurement standards exist. They were published by the NAB, the IEC and DIN (Europe) and the JIS (Japan). Because the IEC and DIN specifications are identical, and little equipment in the United States uses JIS specs, the following discussion will only consider NAB and IEC/DIN measurements. The main differences between these methods are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>NAB</th>
<th>IEC/DIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Frequency</td>
<td>3kHz</td>
<td>3.15kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>0.5 — 200Hz</td>
<td>0.2 — 200Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection method</td>
<td>Avg. response (rms calc)</td>
<td>Quasi-peak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Differences between NAB and IEC/DIN standard wow and flutter measurement specifications.

Scrape flutter

Flutter frequencies up to several thousand hertz can result from transport servo-system oscillations or intermittenstces, and from mechanical disturbance or oscillation of the tape sliding past the heads. This problem typically occurs at frequencies above 200Hz, and is called scrape flutter. It is measured using a wide-bandwidth flutter meter.

Scrape flutter can dramatically degrade sound quality, yet it is excluded from the standardized measurement techniques. (Note the 200Hz cutoffs listed in Table 1.) Few, if any, ATR manufacturers provide a scrape-flutter specification, probably because there is no standard. Furthermore, although wide-bandwidth flutter meters are available, they are expensive. So, this revealing measure of ATR performance has acquired an "exotic" status.

If you don't have a wide-bandwidth flutter meter, you can still obtain relative measurements of scrape flutter by recording a 12.5kHz tone, rewinding and playing it back through a harmonic distortion analyzer set to null the tone. Simply listening to the output of the analyzer permits fine adjustment of scrape-flutter rollers: Position the roller for minimum noise. Take care not to give the roller so much tape penetration that it lifts the tape from the heads. At optimum penetration, signal strength should not be diminished by more than 0.1dB.

Search and destroy

Finding the source of wow or flutter is the first troubleshooting challenge. Check the capstan and the pinch roller. Any grease pencil or 3-D oxide build-up problems can be solved by cleaning them off. Pinch rollers age and incur damage over time. Swapping pinch rollers is a quick way to tell if you need a new one. Incorrect pinch roller pressure can also promote flutter, so check the pressure with a spring scale according to your service manual.

Although wow and flutter are rarely transferred from the take-up reel through the capstan/pinch roller system, the supply reel motor and its rotation-counting or velocity-sensing mechanism are common failure sites. Any problem of this sort appears as periodic tension variation on the supply side of the capstan. Large-magnitude tension variations may be visible as dancer-arm oscillations. Use an inline tape-tension gauge to catch smaller amplitude oscillations.

If you don't have an in-line tension gauge, you may have success using a 3-

Jason is an electronic engineer for National Public Radio, Washington, DC.
INTRODUCING THE MOST IMPORTANT ADVANCE IN VIDEO PRODUCTION SINCE VIDEOTAPE.

The Pioneer Rewritable Videodisc Recorder can revolutionize the way you do video production.

Through laser technology, the VDR-V1000 provides the world's fastest, most accurate broadcast-quality editing plus the greatest media reliability available.

It offers near instant non-linear access and the most precise frame-by-frame editing in a recording device. Gone are the typical editing problems associated with shuttling, jogging, and pre-roll.

The VDR-V1000's unique, dual-head system gives you real-time non-linear playback. You get a perfectly clean edit every time. You can erase and record simultaneously. No pre-roll or post-roll is necessary.

There's no head contact with the media. Discs can be erased and re-recorded one million times—the quality of the millionth recording is the same as the first. Discs contain up to 57,600 images per side, or 32 minutes of full motion video per side.

The VDR-V1000 can record audio and video simultaneously or separately, so you can dub PCM stereo audio onto video. Access is available through the RS-422A or RS232C ports. It can read and write SMPTE time codes, and transmit signals compatible with component, composite and RGB formats.

With so much going for it, the VDR-V1000 leaves only one question unanswered: What are you waiting for?

For more information, contact Pioneer Communications today at 1-800-LASER-ON. Ask how you can set up a private product demonstration.
By Judith E.A. Perkinson

Most business meetings either represent management at its best or management at its worst. One of the most valuable tools a manager can have is the ability to conduct meetings of value. Successful meeting management is a combination of understanding and practice. You can gain understanding by reading articles, and by paying attention to people who run beneficial meetings. The practice is up to you.

The need for leadership
Meetings of value are not accidental. They are run by an effective leader who provides direction and protects the process. Often, when we think of leading a meeting, we think of control.

Control can be good or bad, depending upon how it is used. If control is used to limit participation and force decision making, then it becomes dictatorship, not leadership. If control is used to protect the process of the group, keep the work focused and limit the counterproductive behavior of potential troublemakers, then it is a leadership tool.

What is a meeting of value?
Foremost, meetings of value do not waste the attendees' time. They accomplish goals, which means each one should have a clear and meaningful purpose. Meetings of value are well-organized, have a clear direction and remain focused.

Don't waste time
Meetings should begin and end on schedule. If you call a meeting for 10:00 a.m., don't wait until everyone is present — start at 10:00 sharp. Waiting for people who are late penalizes the people who are punctual. It also sends the message that latecomers will not miss out on anything. Furthermore, don't update the latecomers. Eventually, people will learn that they must be prompt for your meetings.

Inform everyone how long the meeting will last, and then end at that time. If you have not covered all of the material, schedule an additional meeting. When people learn that your meetings are not endless, the work will get done in the time allowed. Meetings often expand to fill the time that is allotted. You can turn this to your favor. By limiting the length of the meeting and planning your agenda carefully, the time spent can accomplish more than you thought possible.

Clear direction and focus
The following tips will help your meeting stay focused:

- **Have a purpose.** Every meeting should have a purpose. This should be understood by the leader and communicated to the participants.
- **Be prepared.** Have all of your data available and organized. Know how you are going to start the meeting. Be sure your agenda is clear and understandable.
- **Manage the meeting.** Focus on one topic at a time. Don't switch to another subject until you have finished discussing the current one. Use internal summaries to move from one issue to another. Make sure each topic reaches some type of conclusion, such as a decision, course of action, agreement or understanding.
- **Manage the participants.** Involve all of your participants. Don't let anyone bully, dominate, disrupt or pull the meeting off track.
- **Manage yourself.** If you are the only one who is going to have a chance to talk, don't hold the meeting; send a memo instead. Be sure your actions encourage, not inhibit, participation. Listen to what people are saying.

Participation makes the process work
A meeting is more than a gathering of people in the same room. If you have planned your meeting well, the attendees should be able to help you achieve the purpose of the meeting. As the leader, you are responsible for providing people the opportunity to participate.

Include the uninvolved
We often think that people who do not actively participate in a meeting have nothing to say. This is not always true. People who don't participate are usually uncomfortable speaking in a group, do not feel comfortable asserting themselves, or are afraid to volunteer their thoughts and feelings. However, they are thinking something. These people tend to be your best listeners and they probably do have something to contribute. It is your responsibility to bring them into the discussion. Some of the ways that you can do this include:

- **Pay attention to your group.** Be aware of who is quiet and who is not.
- **Make it safe to speak.** Create a safe speaking environment by encouraging everyone to participate. Make sure you and/or the group do not become judgmental of ideas that are presented and by treating every attendee with respect.
- **Solicit ideas and opinions from your uninvolved group members.** When asked, most people will be happy to tell you what they are thinking and how they feel about an issue. Quiet members often have valuable contributions to make.

Handling the troublemakers
The most effective tool you have in handling troublemakers is to develop solid meeting organization. If you have communicated a strong and clear sense of purpose, if the flow of activity is logical and meaningful, and if you stick to your organizational design, you will eliminate much of the opportunity and motivation for troublemaking. Most disruptive meeting participants are bored, feel their time is being wasted or resent the leader's inability to manage the group.

The second most effective tool you have for handling troublemakers is the active participation of the other group members. You can also control troublemakers by sticking to the subject, seeking other members' comments and, if necessary, letting the troublemakers know that although they have a right to an opinion, it shouldn't disrupt the purpose of the meeting.

Making the meeting work
There is no magic. Working smarter includes making good use of time spent in meetings. This is possible when meetings are well-planned and well-run.
MAJOR EVOLUTION
IN METAL TAPE PERFORMANCE...

maxell ceramic ARMOR
Metal Particle Tape

INCREDBLE PERFORMANCE
The breakthrough Ceramic Armor Technology of Maxell Metal Tape provides dramatically improved stability, greater archival capabilities, lower bit error rates, and better head-to-tape contact in Betacam SP, D-2, HDTV and DAT.

HOW CERAMIC ARMOR WORKS ITS MAGIC
Because the ceramic armor layer is second only to diamond in hardness, overall particle strength is remarkably increased. And by adding this ceramic armor layer at the first stage of magnetic particle production, Maxell produces extremely strong needle-shaped particles free of deformation and breakage during processing. The ceramic layer also insures each particle's resistance to oxidation, and greatly improves the tape's surface durability.

PLUS
Our high-performance cross-linking binder system and extremely precise cassette mechanism, built to micron-level accuracy, assure stable tape travel during editing, repeated playbacks, and even in the severe environments of ENG and EFP. And a conductive back coating prevents static build-up which helps reduce dust and debris.

SEE FOR YOURSELF:
In fact, Maxell Ceramic Armor Metal Tape is so advanced, you really have to see it for yourself to fully appreciate its unmatched performance and reliability. For an eye-opening demonstration, call your Maxell representative.

Maxell Corporation of America, 22-08 Route 208, Fair Lawn, NJ 07410, 1-800-533-2836
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Increased purchasing plans are a good sign of a healthy industry. Unfortunately, there are signs that the industry is suffering from a cold.

Broadcast Engineering's annual state-of-the-industry issue is looked upon as one barometer of the industry's health. Every year, we examine how stations view the future in terms of the equipment they plan to purchase. Increased purchasing plans are a good sign of a healthy industry. Unfortunately, there are signs that the industry is suffering from a cold.

Another indicator of the industry's mood is how broadcast professionals feel about the business. Our survey looked closely at that less quantifiable, but just as valid, information. It's one thing to crunch the numbers, showing the percent changes in purchasing plans. It's an entirely different matter to read the hundreds of comments from respondents. The numbers tend to show how stations view the short term, perhaps one year out. The open-ended comments reveal how those who work in the business see the future, well beyond next year.

This month's issue is designed to help you glean a clearer picture of where the industry is going and what other stations are planning. Knowing what the competition is up to is always good business.

In the "State-of-the-Industry Forecast," you'll learn what types of equipment your competitors view as important. The article also reviews how equipment decisions have changed from last year.

This year's "View From the Top" features a new approach to the topic. Previously, we've interviewed industry leaders, group-level engineering directors and chief engineers. This year, we look at the role standardization plays in the development of new equipment and, therefore, the direction taken in new production and broadcast products.

Profits will always be the focus of station managers. Engineers, at least the smart ones, have figured out that the way to a manager's heart is through money. "Profiting from Technology" highlights ways the engineering department can contribute to the income side of the ledger. Engineers need to take it upon themselves to suggest ways to make money in the area they know best—technology. This article may give you some ideas that can help your station compete more effectively or become more profitable.

In many areas of the country, the FM band is crowded with stations. This high density of stations harbors the potential for producing interference between stations. In the article, "FM Intermodulation Effects: A Case Study" learn how an interference problem affected several stations. The case study leads you through the legal quagmire these stations found themselves in once the problem developed. The bottom line here was that a technical problem was quickly changed into an expensive, long-running legal battle for several broadcasters. Learn how you might help protect your station from such a disaster.

- "State of the Industry Forecast" page 26
- "View From the Top" page 32
- "Profiting From Technology" page 42
- "FM Intermodulation Effects: A Case Study" page 58

Brad Dick, editor
How to hire a traffic clerk, a tape operator and an operations manager. And have them

Traffic Clerk, Tape Operator, and Operations Manager

Sony 3/4" machines. SBE certified preferred. Send resume to Maria Koski, 114 21st Avenue, Juneau, AK 99503. EOE.

Experience needed in: installation and maintenance, 3/4 inch tape, studio maintenance, and microwave installation. Send resumes only to Box Z-21.

General Manager

A challenging position at a mid-sized Southeast network affiliate. Requires hands-on results orientation. Sales management background required. Call in confidence. 1-800-555-7332. EOE.

General Manager

With extensive sales experience (national, local, and rep) for network affiliate in Washington, DC with 11:00 pm news. Send resumes to Executives, PO Box 212, Washington, DC 20211. No phone calls. EEO.

Operations Manager

Leading affiliate seeking experienced manager, preferably with engineering background. Full broadcast, production, and facility management. We are a group owned station seeking someone who will grow with us. Reply in confidence, Box 342. EOE.

Electronic Engineer

Immediate opening in a Long Beach independent broadcast station and production facility. 2 to 4 years maintenance experience, including CMX-Sony post suite, UHF Transmitters, and familiarity with DOS. Excellent Salary. Mail your resume to Personnel, 115.

Librarian

Northeast UHF company seeks a hands-on professional with a desire to maintain 3/4 inch tape. Send resume to Box 115, Evansville, IL 60617. EOE.

Production Manager

With a minimum of five years experience in 16mm film, for a national cable television documentary series. An equal opportunity employer. Resumes only, to Box Z-21.

Sony Business and Professional Group / Video Products Center, 3 Hanover Drive, Monroe, NC 28112. Sony Corporation of America. Sony and Library Management System are trademarks of Sony.

www.americanradiohistory.com
When you add the Sony Library Management System™ to your staff, you add a very profitable employee.

That's because the new LMS-2100 consolidates your operations to let you utilize manpower and equipment much more effectively.

The concept is simple. Our LMS-2100 becomes your entire commercial library. Powerful software gives you immediate on-line access to up to 10,000 commercials, even while you transfer new spots into the system. You save labor, space and the frustration of lost material. And on-line access lets you seize last minute sales opportunities as they occur.

Naturally, we protect your revenues by backing up critical resources—the database, the elevator and even the commercials.

To learn more about all the money making advantages of our LMS-2100, call 1-800-635-SONY, ext. 762. And discover why it's the right addition to your workforce.
The Bottom Line

At the recent trade shows, there was much talk about pent-up demand for equipment. Manufacturers said they were selling hardware, and many thought a turnaround might be in the offing. Unfortunately, based on this survey, the industry checkbooks remain closed. Stations seem to be in a holding pattern, afraid to invest in their future.

Now is the time, however, when stations can grab hold of their destiny by buying the technology that will place them at the forefront when the industry finally turns around.

Money hasn't been this cheap for two decades. Clever engineering managers and GMs are investing now in their future with the new technology that makes them sound and look better and operate more efficiently. These forward-thinking stations will be miles ahead of the competition when the economy takes an upward swing.

The survey

The Broadcast Engineering state-of-the-industry survey forms the second half of our look at the industry. The first half was carried in the October issue. It reviewed salaries and benefits for broadcast professionals. The state-of-the-industry report completes the examination by providing an overview of purchasing and budgeting plans.

The survey was scientifically conducted by the Intertec corporate research department. On July 16, 2,000 questionnaires were mailed to BE subscribers with technical and engineering titles on an "nth name" basis. A total of 715 usable questionnaires were received as of Sept. 9, representing a response rate of 36%. The data in this report is based on those responses. All results represent median values.

When measured over all markets and combining radio and TV responses, the results are not bad. Only 1% fewer stations plan upgrades next year as opposed to this year. However, this small drop hides some significant decreases when the data is examined by market sizes. A detailed review will begin with a look at what TV stations are planning.

A recent newspaper headline read, "Recession not over for the middle class." Replace middle class with broadcasters and the sentence remains true. The industry has suffered and continues to suffer through dire economic times. Occasional glimmers of hope are shining through, however, if you look hard enough.

Broadcasters are a competitive breed, but we don't want others to fail because of economic conditions. The same goes for equipment manufacturers. The trade publication pages are littered with news of company downturns, layoffs and even failures. With a background like that, where else is there to go but up?

TV plans

Looking at TV alone and measuring over all markets, 2.4% fewer stations plan to upgrade their facilities next year. This is a drop in the percent of stations planning upgrades from 74.3% last year to 71.9% this year. As previously noted, this factor is highly market-size dependent. In the top 50 markets, this value fell from 78.8% to 70.7%, an 8.1% decrease. The top 100 markets equipment-upgrading plans are only 5.2% off from last year to 66.2%.

Some good news can be reported for the below top 100 markets. The percentage of stations planning upgrades increased from 64.2% in the last survey to 72.2%. This 8% increase helps to offset the decreases seen in the other markets.

Almost 78% of the non-commercial TV stations are planning upgrades for 1992. That's less than a 1% drop from last year.

TV budgets

When examined across all markets, the median TV equipment budget for next year is $103,500. Budgets for equipment by market size are as follows: top 50, $281,800; top 100, $148,000; below top 100, $84,400; and non-commercial, $75,000.

The below top 100 market is the only
Round the clock sound broadcasting brings us:
- music and radio plays,
- news and sport.

But what it can also do is:
- convey specific information,
- issue urgent warnings,
- initiate important activities,
- and earn money.

FM broadcasting is awakening to new challenges. Together with the actual program a whole variety of extra digital information can be transmitted with the aid of the Radio Data System — a wonderland of possibilities for broadcasters and program distributors.

The Radio Data wonderland shows the way to exciting new opportunities:
- FM program service with station and program identification,
- personal-paging, information and alarm systems,
- information services for traffic control and freight management,
- navigation systems for road traffic, aviation and shipping.

RDS from R & S
FM Data Coder DMC generates and modulates the 57-kHz subcarrier for RDS and road-user broadcast services. RDS data can be fed in from different sources via a number of interfaces.

FM Data Decoder DMDC decodes RDS signals, evaluates the data and displays the individual items of information plus quality parameters. Data are brought out on interfaces for further use.
market that has seen an increase in equipment budgets. The budgets increased by 12% from $75,000 to $84,400.

A check against the numbers is possible by asking if stations plan to spend more, less or the same. In the total TV category, fewer stations said they would spend more or the same. More stations said they would spend less on new equipment in 1992 than they did in 1991. Respondents that indicated they would spend less increased from 17.2% last year to 25.3% this year. Money for equipment is of great concern to TV stations.

TV equipment wants

It's always interesting to see how stations will spend their money. Figure 1 illustrates eight categories of equipment and the percentage of respondents saying they plan to buy that equipment. The relative importance stations place on equipment by category is approximately the same as last year. For instance, production gear is the most common equipment purchase. This category has been the number one selection in every survey.

In decreasing priority, the second, third and fourth most popular types of equipment are master control, editing suites and ENG. The fifth and sixth equipment categories swapped positions from last year. This time, the fifth most popular equipment for TV stations is transmitter gear. Completing the list in descending order are satellite, remote control and antenna systems. The relative priority of equipment category is consistent across all markets.

Radio plans

For the most part, the survey shows that stations continue to delay many equipment purchases. Planned spending for most areas is somewhat below last year's, but there are some areas of hope.

Measured over all markets, 67.1% of the radio stations plan on upgrading their facilities in 1992, which is down only 1.5% from last year. The real drop came in the top 50 markets, where the number of stations planning upgrades fell from 73.4% to 65.5%.

In the top 100 markets, a higher percentage of radio stations plan to upgrade their facilities. From 58.4% last year to 65.2%, the 6.8% increase is a welcome sight.

The below top 100 market category fell slightly. Last year's survey showed 67.1% of the stations planning upgrades. This year, that number fell to 65.3%.

The percentage of non-commercial stations planning upgrades fell by 1.3% to 73.2%. Historically, the percentage change in upgrade plans is smaller for radio and TV non-commercial stations than it is for commercial stations.

Radio budgets

All radio budgets show a decrease from last year. The amount of decrease varies widely. The median radio station equipment budget for 1992 (measured over all markets) is $12,500. This value may be extra low because of the tiny budgets available in the below top 100 markets. The median budget for these stations is $7,100.

Top 50 station equipment budgets fell to $25,000. The top 100 market radio equipment budget for 1992 is $15,000, which is down from last year. The median non-commercial radio station budget is $10,500.
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- Component signal that's as good as, if not better than, the composite original.
- Perfect composite picture for transmission.
- Reduces encoding/decoding artifacts including moire and dot crawl.
- 10 bit digital processing.
- 16 E-MEM® effects memory registers.
- Serial and parallel remote control ports.
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It's sad to see, but in all but the top 50 markets, the 1992 planned equipment budget is not greatly different than what was seen in 1989. In fact, the 1989 budgets were actually higher than those reported this year.

Radio wants

Radio stations have different priorities than do TV stations. The most popular equipment for radio stations is production gear. The second most likely purchase for most radio markets is transmitter equipment, followed by master control equipment. Antenna systems take the number four slot. The data is shown in Figure 2.

The uniformity of equipment priorities across markets is similar to that found in television. For instance, except for the top 100 market category, the priority list for equipment category by market size is identical. The one difference is small—the number two priority (transmitter equipment) is swapped for the number three position (master control hardware). This shows that hardware needs are not market dependent.

In the past, radio stations have placed a high priority on transmitter equipment. Transmitters have been the number two priority for many years. Production equipment has always been number one.

Staff size

Engineering staff size is the final area to be examined. The relative importance of this should not be underestimated. Technical staff size is an indication of the effects technology and economic conditions have on our stations. Figure 3 shows the median engineering staff size for radio and TV stations over the past six years.

The most obvious trend is smaller TV engineering staffs. However, a close examination will show that radio stations suffered through similar reductions over the same period.

This year, the median number of engineers on a TV staff is 9.7, which is the same as last year. The median number of radio engineers per station dropped by 0.1% to 2.2. That is still 0.2 higher than the low of 2 reached in 1989.

Written comments

Although the survey numbers are an important facet of the industry's plans, a different look is provided by the written comments. The mood of the industry's engineers isn't positive. (The accompanying article contains a sampling of this year's comments.)

A common theme in this year's results might be described as a fear of future technologies. Previous surveys have never had so many negative comments from engineers about new technology. In years past, the respondents showed enthusiasm for developing ideas and equipment. The enthusiasm is tempered greatly at this time.

The FCC, station owners, brokers and, of course, the bean counters typically receive the brunt of criticism. Not so this time. Engineers expressed doubt about the future of their stations. For the first time, there was a high percentage of comments about two upcoming technologies, HDTV and DAB.

The number one concern for TV engineers was competition from cable. They perceive cable delivery as a threat to their audiences with the result in lost revenue. Those that mentioned cable as a problem often saw new regulation as the cure.

TV engineers also expressed great concern about HDTV. Engineers appear to see HDTV as a technology being forced upon them. Few of those mentioning HDTV saw it as a positive influence for the industry. They viewed it as an expensive technology their stations can't afford. Sometimes, they said that someone else (cable, telco or satellite) will begin delivering the programming, effectively relegating them to a second-class service.

Radio engineers' comments also addressed the problem of increased competition. They quickly centered on a new villain—DAB. Just like HDTV for TV engineers, many of the radio respondents don't want DAB. They perceive it as a threat to their stations.

The issue of DAB was expressed somewhat differently for some of the AM engineers. These respondents often addressed it from the point of wanting access.
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Is new technology moving too fast for the standardization process?

By Jerry Whitaker, editorial consultant

The world's first digital electronic computer was built with 18,000 vacuum tubes. It occupied an entire room, required 140kW of AC power, weighed 50 tons and cost approximately $1 million. Today, an entire computer can be built within a single piece of silicon about the size of a child's fingernail. And you can buy one at the local Radio Shack store for less than $10.

The progress of technology within our lifetime has produced dramatic changes in our lives and in our industry. Impressive as the current generation of microprocessor-controlled broadcast equipment is, we have seen only the beginning.

So if you liked the last decade, you'll love this one

Changing hardware trends

In raw numbers, the broadcast industry is small potatoes compared to other high-tech businesses. Research and development is extremely expensive, and is now born almost exclusively by manufacturers. The days of network-supported developmental labs are long gone.

Products today must be designed for more than a single market. Audio-video hardware intended for use at radio and TV stations must also be applicable to the post-production, recording studio and corporate/industrial markets. This wider customer base provides the promise of greater return on investment for equipment manufacturers, and lower prices to individual users. The downside is that the days of specialty and custom products for broadcasters are disappearing fast.

Love it or hate it?

Most technical managers at broadcast and production facilities have a love-hate relationship with new technology. They are thrilled by the numerous features of a new product, but terrified at the prospect of seeing the system they purchased at the last trade show rendered obsolete by some new development.

Love it or hate it, technology marches on at an ever-increasing rate. A typical development cycle today — from specifications to a deliverable product — runs two to three years, depending on the complexity of the system. Manufacturers are working to further reduce this cycle to permit faster response to industry needs.

This increasing pace of development represents a significant challenge to standardizing organizations around the world. SMPTE, the lead standardizing body for professional video, faces the particularly difficult chore of sorting out the many divergent views on digital recording, transfer and imaging.

To get a perspective on standardization work today, and how the process can be adapted to conform with changing technology, Broadcast Engineering conducted an in-depth interview with Stanley Baron, SMPTE engineering vice president. What follows are excerpts from that conversation.

Q: How important is standardization work to the overall goals of SMPTE?

A: Very simplistically, it's extremely important; it's one of the reasons the society was founded. The original goals were to provide for industry standardization and education. Those are two very important contributions.

Our charter is to make order out of chaos, and when we bring that order, there is benefit to both users and manufacturers. The manufacturer establishes the basis for a marketplace in which the user can have confidence. Standards provide manufacturers with access to the marketplace — customer confidence already exists. It is a benefit to the users because they know what they're buying. There are fewer mysteries with standardization.

Continued on page 36

Stan Baron, SMPTE engineering vice president.
Nature has its own professionals of sound and vision.

The wonders of sound and vision found in nature are hard to reproduce. In fact, if anyone has come close it's EEV.

Whatever your broadcast requirements, you'll find EEV has the technology to match. High-efficiency UHF Television Klystrons from 5kW to 70kW for Television Transmitters. A range of Broadcast Tetrodes and Vacuum Capacitors for AM and FM transmitters, and Leddicon® camera tubes to fit virtually every broadcast color camera available today.

Our experience is the key to technological leadership. Our manufacturing know-how ensures the highest quality and reliability. Above all, our professional dedication to our customers' needs makes us the natural choice of broadcasters the world over.

EEV Technology for the Broadcast Industry

USA: EEV Inc., 4 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523. Telephone: (914) 592-6050 or 'Toll Free' 1-800-DIAL EEV Telex: 6818096 Fax: (914) 682-8922
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D-3 ACQUISITION IS JUST THE START OF SOMETHING BIG.

Panasonic D-3 is the only system that gives television producers the quality and reliability of digital technology from start-to-finish.

Panasonic's D-3 system starts with a family of digital processing cameras including the AJ-D310 camcorder, the AQ-225 Studio/Field Digital camera, and the highly successful AQ-20, the world’s first all digital processing camera. The D-3 system includes a truly field-portable recorder as well as a state-of-the-art studio VTR, the AJ-D350. Now, each and every producer—from sports, to programming, to commercials—can originate in digitally recorded video.

For Panasonic, a fully digital camera/recorder is just the start. D-3 post-production on the AJ-D350 is exactly what post-production should be—precise and agile. While a newly developed 8-14 Channel Coding approach to composite digital assures excellent pictures, shuttle speeds provide viewable video at up to 100 times normal; a special edit guardband provision assures accurate editing every time and maximizes tape interchangeability, VTR to VTR. A special audio recording system and a flying erase head allow cross-fades, V-fades and the conventional editing techniques that fine programs require. Plus, Panasonic D-3 recorders support 4 channels of PCM audio. RS-422 control, thorough attention to connectivity, and easy interfaces to digital as well as the analog worlds, assure users of smooth systems integration.

Panasonic D-3 is already off to a great start. It's the official video recording system for the production of the Games of the XXVth Olympiad in Barcelona, and the choice of prestige broadcast producers here and abroad for drama and sports program production and post-production.

Panasonic D-3 proves an adage known to producers everywhere: The only thing as important as a great start is a great finish.

For more information call: 1-800-524-0864
Panasonic Communications & Systems Company
Division of Matsushita Electric Corporation of America
One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094

Official Video Equipment Sponsor 1992 Olympic Games
Panasonic
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When you have a corporate theme line that proclaims excellence, and the programming to back it up, you can't let up on any detail.

Which explains why HBO entrusts its daily demands to Sony*: The leader in professional videotape.

HBO producers and engineers turn to the proven high technology of Sony D1 tape to ensure lasting image quality for graphics, special effects, and show openings. Generation after generation.

To preserve its status as "Simply the Best," HBO also uses D2 to record all productions for their comedy channel and Betacam® videotape for taping and dubbing all remote productions.

Such demands require a world-class support team. And Sony delivers top technicians and highly responsive sales representatives, along with in-depth research that keeps you on the leading edge of video production.

It's the closest thing to a guarantee you'll find in broadcasting. So if you like the view from the top of the mountain, there's simply one path to pursue. Sony. The leader video leaders follow.

WHEN YOU'RE SIMPLY THE BEST, YOU SIMPLY USE SONY TAPE.
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Profiting from technology

New technology means business — if its applications are understood.

By Skip Pizzi, technical editor

In today's high-tech, fiercely competitive and recession-struck marketplace, traditional work roles are being reassigned within organizations, and not always willingly.

Broadcasting is just one among the many well-established industries exploring unconventional methods toward new growth. It is an industry in transition, and as such, many of its personnel are likely to find that their mandates from management have changed, engineering included.

Engineering is defined as the application of science. Today's broadcast technologists must reappraise their environments with renewed emphasis on such applications, using sound business sense. A business can be significantly strengthened through proper application of technology.

This evaluative process has two branches. The first branch involves a thorough assessment of available technology to better perform established operations. The second looks at what technology can do to fill unserved needs in the marketplace with new and profitable ancillary offerings.

Through both of these methods, new technologies can widen the gap between revenues and expenses at broadcast facilities. The place to begin is on the expense side of the ledger. Consider the following methods of reducing the cost of operations with "replacement technologies."

Cost-cutters

New telco services. After massive rate increases in the mid-1980s, it's a welcome trend to see reductions in cost for some audio and video program services being offered by most telephone companies. Although actual service and installation charges are decreasing, most of the savings are due to new data compression technologies that allow more program information to be transmitted through a given data circuit than was previously possible. Applications can include full-time (STLs, back-up news bureau lines, return paths, permanent remote sites) or part-time (remotes, ad-hoc networks) applications.

In most cases, data compression will need to be purchased by the station. Other terminal equipment may either be leased from telco or bought. The equipment cost (and any lease/purchase decisions) must be weighed against the savings in telco service charges that the hardware will provide. This is a classic capital budget vs. operating budget comparison, which some accounting processes may have difficulty reconciling in a straightforward manner. The important figure is how soon the cost of any new hardware will be amortized by the savings in telco charges.

Qualitative improvements are icing on the cake, although their competitive value should be stressed. Flexibility and the speed of installation and setup that these new services provide may also have competitive importance, along with their lower operating expenses, which may allow more frequent remotes at some stations.

The rapid and locally variable changes in this technology bear continued close
There’s only one right choice. Yours.

Comark offers Klystrode-, ESC- and IOT-equipped UHF technology.

Why buy from a company that only sells vanilla when you can choose the flavor that suits you best? Now one company offers you the power of choice. Comark, backed by the global resources of Thomson-CSF, offers the full range of leading-edge transmitter technologies—and the expertise to help you choose the one that will match your needs for power level, efficiency, specification compliance and reliability.

- **Klystrode™-equipped**: Field-proven Klystrode air- or water-cooled transmitters have a simplified support system that needs no pulsers. Transmitters are available in stereo-compatible common amplification* or diplexed configurations. Output ranges from 10kW to 240kW.

- **IOT-equipped**: Inductive Output Tube transmitters are second-generation systems. Like their Klystrode cousins, water- and air-cooled transmitters are available in stereo-compatible common amplification* or diplexed configurations. Output ranges from 35kW to 240kW.

- **ESC-equipped**: Traditionally diplexed transmitters feature EEV Energy-Saving Collector (ESC) tube technology, which eliminates carbon coatings to promote long tube life. Available output ranges from 70kW to 280kW.

*All Comark common amplification transmitters contain a field-proven, patent-pending system that protects the stereo pilot frequency per FCC specification 73.682 (c) (3) and meets peak FM carrier deviation limitations.

With an ongoing commitment to innovation in TV transmission, only Comark has been recognized by the broadcast industry for outstanding engineering achievement in the development of advanced UHF technologies. So no matter what flavor you want, contact Comark at 800-688-3669.

---

Klystrode™ is a registered trademark of Varian Associates, Inc.
Otari’s new audio recorders for radio give you features to fit any application or budget. This means you’re not forced to make compromises when choosing a recorder, so your station sounds better to listeners, and it is more efficient. And, of course, Otari’s legendary reliability means less down-time.

On the forefront, there’s a line of digital disk recorders including the new 2-track DDR-10, and the ProDisk 164 with up to 64 tracks for multitrack production.

Then, Otari’s famous “workhorse” 5050 BH machine, the choice of radio professionals the world over, has become the BH – just as tough, and twice as easy to use. And it has all the things you asked for, like a Q speaker, independent left/right reel size select, dynamic breaking, and much more!

A new line of 2, 4 and 8-track machines, the 5050 MKIV Series, delivers state-of-the-art performance, plus features that will make your life easier, like a built-in autolocator with 3 one-touch, cue-point memories and return-to-zero.

Don’t forget the MX-5011: a professional 2-track with a price that will astound you, and the MX-55 with all the features you’ll ever need today, or tomorrow. (The “5011” and the “55” both offer a Voice Editing Module for normal pitch at twice play speed.)

Then there’s our multi-tracks, from 32 tracks on down, at almost every price level – 8 machines, 12 different versions! And, of course, the CTM-10, a high performance cart machine we built for perfectionists, and an automated radio station reproducer.

Before you purchase any audio machine, look into Otari’s line-up for the broadcaster. We think you’ll find exactly what you need, at a price that fits your budget. Call Otari at (415) 341-5900 for more information.
Continued from page 42

scrutiny by broadcasters. Telcos forces are often surprisingly unaggressive in presenting these services to the broadcast market, so the burden falls upon the buyers to discern what savings may be had. Telcos will also avoid promotion of any compression hardware that they do not market themselves, and those devices are the key to much of the savings involved here.

However, data line brokerage services that can keep a station aware of conditions and rates in various markets do exist. These services operate on commission from the telcos, so their services are free to users. Typically, they are the best (i.e., easiest and often cheapest) way to book local and long-haul data lines. Engineers have a serious opportunity to score points with a little research and experimentation in this area. (See “Remotes Revisited,” January 1991.)

Finally, digital compression can allow several stations to share an STL channel that used to be occupied only by a single station’s feed. In markets where many stations share a common transmitter site, a station can profit from this technology by renting part of its STL channel to other stations. If the cost of getting signals across town to the STL studio head-end is not prohibitive, this will be advantageous to all stations involved.

Automation. Engineers should continually assess station operations. If simple, repetitive processes are being performed by the staff, they could be automated. Often, the station already owns sufficient computer hardware to do the job, and some new software or peripheral hardware may be all that is needed.

Consider a voice mail system to handle the office and/or studio/content phones. Several such systems are designed to run in background mode on a desktop computer. After a short period of transition, most staffers will wonder how they got along without it (especially the receptionist). Plenty of options are available for these systems, so shop carefully, and invite the staff to offer system design suggestions. Current slowdowns in the projected growth of this marketplace mean that pricing will be favorable, but beware of an expected market shakeout among low-end operations. Future viability is important for support and upgrading of these systems.

Automation can certainly help in much of the administrative and traffic/logging operations, and there are plenty of systems from which to choose. Again, many operate on standard PCs. Investing in program automation systems is a more important decision, but remember that daypart-automation or live-assist options are possible as smaller increments to full-time, full-blown automation. (See the April 1991 issue, which deals with automation.)

The most ambitious new designs attempt to completely integrate station operations—from production to master control to traffic and logging—into a single computer system.

PCs replacing consultants. Several software and/or on-line services are available that allow a broadcast station to serve itself in areas that traditionally required outside consulting. Among these are RF path and coverage prediction, frequency searches, population counts and other demographics, equipment maintenance data, air chain proofing, inventory control and facility design. (See “Engineering Software for PCs,” October 1991.)

Inclined-orbit satellite use. An increasing number of satellites are in service with inclined orbits. These are satellites that have exhausted their station-keeping fuel, but maintain functional RF operations. Their orbits are no longer geostationary, but they are predictable, and easily tracked with appropriate receive dishes. Channel time on these birds is available at approximately half the price of regular service. Converting an uplink or downlink dish to the “step-tracking” operation required for inclined-orbit satellite tracking can pay off with sufficient usage over time.

Consumables assessment. Beyond community recycling programs, a broadcast facility goes through other items that may generate needless waste. What really needs to be archived on tape? How many of those tapes sitting on the office shelves are still timely and critical to keep?

Newer audio cartridge designs feature reduced friction, therefore requiring less frequent reloading or replacement. New digital storage systems incorporating DAT, computer hard disk or magnet-optical drives may offer efficiencies in cost and storage space for archiving or logging.

Recent transmitter designs also exhibit improved efficiencies over older models, providing monetary and environmental benefits from their reduced power consumption. Even something as simple as establishing rules and routines for turning off lights in unused rooms (including rest-rooms) and replacing HVAC-system filters can help. Be alert to any technical and physical plant functions that might lend themselves to such economies. They all add up.

New revenue opportunities

When it comes to considering new services, a business plan should be designed for each operation. Most new services will be related to the traditional functions of broadcasting, but some opportunities may stretch that connection. In any case, the first question should always be, “Will any new capital investment be required?”

Sometimes the answer is no. New revenue can be generated by simply taking a new marketing direction and using assets that a station already owns. In other cases, the facility will need to “spend money to make money,” and that implies a risk venture. For those situations, a specific business plan—one backed by credible market research and conservative projection of return on investment—is absolutely essential. Consider the following possibilities at your facility:

A station’s satellite equipment can be a significant profit center if properly marketed. (Courtesy of Teleport Minnesota.)
“The paragon—transmission is an audio engineer’s dream come true! Its sonic flexibility and peak control without clipping provide a whole new range of processing possibilities.” …… “It’s the fidelity and flexibility that counts, and the paragon—transmission is a fine musical instrument.”

Dennis R. Ciapura, Senior Vice President
Noble Broadcast Group

paragon—transmission Features:
- Digital 4-Band Compressor
- Digital 4-Band Limiter
- Digital Wideband AGC
- Digital 10-Band Graphic EQ
- Touch Screen Controlled
- “On-Air” A/B Comparison
- Storage & Recall of User Created Processor Setups
- On-Line Help Screens
- Digital I/O Card (sold separately)

The paragon—transmission is now being shipped with Version 2.0 software. Featuring:
- Compressor & Limiter Zoom-Detail Screens, which provide additional in-depth processing parameters
- AGC Detail Screen, which offers many new AGC parameters
- Peak Controller Detail Screen, offering full control over all parameters
- 5-New Setup Files. Created by radio’s top Program Directors and Engineers
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Audio Animation Incorporated

Euro-Distributor Info: JWM (M) Ltd., P.O. Box 115, Swindon, Wiltshire, SN2 1DA, England
Phone: (Int. 44) 637 877170 Fax: (Int. 44) 637 850495
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**Tower rental.** Business radio use of broadcast tower space continues to grow slowly, along with other 2-way services, cellular telephone, LPTV and paging. On the horizon are HDTV, digital radio and personal communication systems (PCS). The latter will require many antenna sites and associated feeder links. Even heavily loaded towers may be able to take advantage of PCS, because they will typically use small, lightweight antennas.

**Baseband resources.** Many FM and TV stations have already taken advantage of this valuable commodity by selling subcarriers or the vertical blanking interval (VBI) to other companies for distribution of programming or data to customers equipped with the necessary receivers. Coverage is generally equivalent to the station's main channel. Because VBI data is part of the NTSC video signal (on lines 10-20), it passes through cable systems and any other video distribution method.

FM subcarrier capacity has recently been increased up to four times by new encoding technology. Usage for audio programming is declining, while datacasting applications are increasing. (See "FM Subcarriers in the 1990's" October 1990.) VBI continues to be used for data only, typically as videotext. Data rates generally range up to 9.6kbit/s for an FM subcarrier and up to 19.2kbit/s for VBI. Both are cost-effective ways to distribute data from point-to-multipoint. Addressability is also possible.

More recently, paging systems have begun to use FM subcarriers. This can provide a lucrative return for no investment and little or no trouble. (Encoding hardware is provided by the paging company.)

The proposed Radio Broadcast Data System (RBDS), the latest U.S. incarnation of the European RDS format, will also incorporate paging of some sort on its 57kHz FM subcarrier. RBDS also provides a function called Radiotext (RT), which would provide appropriately equipped receivers with text data. This text might be program related (name of cut now playing, request line number). However, it could also be sold as advertising, either adjacent to a spot on the air at the time (showing the advertiser's phone number or "today's specials") or as a completely independent advertising stream.

The system includes comprehensive emergency alerting features that an RBDS-equipped station could market to government or private industry for their disaster-response needs.

RBDS is already in use in Europe, and RBDS could be up and running in the United States as early as 1992. Receivers are ready for domestic deployment, but have not yet been distributed. Some final RBDS format details are still under discussion. These involve the important matters of how paging will work (especially how current MBS paging systems that also use the 57kHz subcarrier will be accommodated), and by what names an RBDS receiver will identify radio stations' formats. Also contentious is RBDS' FM-only nature, with no equivalent AM system in the works.

Finally, the second audio program (SAP) channel found in all MTS stereo TV signals is another marketable piece of RF real estate. Any MTS-equipped VCR or television can receive it, and those VCRs can also record it. At present, it is used primarily for public service functions, such as PBS' Descriptive Video Service (DVS), which provides narration for visually impaired members of the TV audience. In some bilingual markets, the SAP channel is used for second language soundtracks or announcements.

Again, SAP audio need not be program-related, and a few have experimented with around-the-clock weather and other services. (SAP provides a quiet, 15kHz mono audio signal.) CS-PAN uses it to provide an audio program guide, running continuously and updated six times a day. The SAP channel could eventually provide another revenue-producing vehicle for advertising or other sponsored services appropriate to a mass audience (as opposed to the more closed-circuit nature of subcarriers or VBI).

**Satellite transmission.** If a station owns audio or video satellite equipment, there may be money to be made from its use by outside clients. Fixed uplinks or downlinks can transmit or receive programs for customers that are played back or recorded on station equipment, or passed through in real time via phone lines or other terrestrial paths (the so-called "first mile" or "last mile" connections). Data transmissions are also a possibility. Mobile uplinks can be even more valuable for rental to other users. (See "Engineering Can Be a Profit Center," October 1991.)

Audio or teleproduction facilities in your town may even use this service to distribute advertising or demo material to their clients quickly, or to import distant voice talent into a local session. Sports backhaul and other events of national or regional interest are other opportunities for outside clients to use this equipment.

**Facility rental.** Often, a station will have more technical equipment and staff on hand than it needs. This facility can be put to work for outside clients and provide a significant revenue stream. A popular application for a TV station's studio or remote equipment is its use for business TV feeds or corporate videoconferencing. Studios can also be used for promotional or training audio and video recordings or their post-production. Offering a turnkey package to a company that doesn't have its own teleconferencing or production facility can be an attractive and cost-effective proposition to the client. It also puts idle station resources to good use. (See "Engineering Profit Centers," April 1991.)

A couple of caveats here: Teleconferencing relies heavily on a few techniques that broadcast television rarely uses, and may require some specialized hardware and techniques foreign to standard ENG work. Furthermore, be careful not to overbook these facilities, or to book them in conflict with primary station needs.

Other facility rental possibilities include test and measurement services for stations less well-endowed with test gear, the provision of real time weather radar data to public safety agencies (the station's system may outclass the local weather service's
The RVS 630 combines the power of 30 video inputs, the flexibility of two 4-bus Multi-Level Effects Systems (MLE), totally integrated DVE control, the Ross Downstream Multi-Keyer, and complete switcher set-up storage, with the convenience of uncomplicated operation provided by the PGM/PST busses.

In addition to the power and versatility of the 630, the compact size makes it ideal for mobile installation. The 47 3/4" x 27 1/4" control panel stands a mere 4 3/4" above the desk ... and, the supportive electronics take up a minimal 10 R.U.s.

... handle any On-Air or On-Location production with confidence.

For a detailed Installation and Planning Guide call us today at (613) 652-4886.

Ross Video Inc., P.O. Box 880, Ogdensburg, New York, U.S.A. 13669 0880
Ross Video Limited, P.O. Box 220, 8 John St., Iroquois, Ont., Canada K0E 1K0
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At Ampex, we engineer for
excellence, not expedience.

AT AMPEX, we don't believe that “good enough” is good enough.

We never stop demanding more from our engineering, because we know you never stop demanding more from our products.

Take our VPR™-300 and -200 Series recorders and our ACR™-225 automated cassette system, for example. They are simply the best digital recorders in the world—partly because they are all built around the most advanced transport ever designed.

Why should that matter to you? Because the D2™ composite digital format requires tighter tolerances than any other system in use today. Compared to Type C, D2 has a higher packing density, has a track pitch of just 39.1 micrometers (NTSC), and is segmented into six tracks per field rather than just one. This requires a tracking accuracy of only 6.4 micrometers over a range of -1X to +3X play speed.

That's why we designed an entirely new scanner for our D2 machines. And we managed to do it with an effective wrap angle of less than 180 degrees, so only one pair of heads is on the tape at any time. And we need only four head pairs for record/play versus sixteen heads for D1.

To precisely handle all three D2 cassette sizes, we designed a unique vertical elevator and reel drive system.

To handle the tape gently yet be able to accelerate it to 60X play speed in less than one second (versus two to three for any other machine), we designed frictionless, air-lubricated tape guides.

To reduce tape wear, we designed a unique two-stage threading procedure that employs both co-planar and helical threading, putting the tape in contact with the heads only when you need it to be.

This threading path subjects the tape to no more than 1.5 degrees of twist per inch in compensating for the helical displacement, and generates the lowest possible tension and stress gradients.

All this was no accident, of course. This transport mechanism was over five years in development. And the production version in all our recorders is actually the sixth generation design.

You see, at Ampex, we recognize that when you buy a digital recorder, like our VPR-300, you’re not just making a purchase, you’re making an investment. An investment in your company’s future. And our job is to give you the highest possible return on that investment.

We invented video recorder technology. We’ve been a part of this industry from the very beginning. And we’re going to be a part of it long into the future. That’s why we never stop working to make our products better. And to make your job easier.

AMPEx

Ampex Corporation, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063 1(800)25AMPEX
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These all present sales opportunities for the station, either as stand-alone placements or in conjunction with an on-air flight. Production is fast, simple and cheap. Services and the phone number(s) to call are promoted on the air and in print ads that the station or sponsors may run.

From a competitive perspective, consider that newspapers and other print media have started to invest heavily in audioteext, primarily to counteract the immediacy that their electronic competition (broadcasting) enjoys. It’s a much easier move for broadcasters to incorporate this same service, and minimize any competitive advantage that print media may attempt to gain with audioteext.

Beyond sponsored messages, a related revenue-producing telephone option is the use of a 900 service. In this case, the listener is prompted by on-air announcements to call a 900 number and respond to a poll or hear a special message of interest. A charge for the call appears on the caller’s next phone bill, and the station receives a portion of that fee. Polling data that may result from these calls can also be of use in on-air reporting or for market research.

Setting up a 900 service is simple and quick. Many companies offer such services for a small percentage of the proceeds. A station need only call and place an order, setting the cost of each call, the start and stop times, and the parameters of the response (touch-tone digits) or verbal reply. The station is given its 900 number by the service, and operation can begin almost immediately. Alternatively, computer hardware is available to operate a 900 service in-house, using lines ordered directly from the local telco.

Typically, a 900-line message will not include advertising, because the caller is paying for the call (unlike audioteext, in which the call is free). In this case, the 900 line should offer some information or opportunity of value to the caller, such as a request line, a political survey or comment line, entertainment reviews, business news or sports scores, or short features or interviews with celebrities.

An additional revenue-producing function of a 900 service involves its use of real time automatic number identification (ANI). Using this technology, the telephone or 900 service company can provide a list of the callers’ names and addresses to the station. These listings are reverse-matched with the callers’ numbers, which are recorded by the telephone company for billing purposes immediately after each call. The station can in turn market and rent/sell these lists to clients who may value the information. This makes the 900 service a doubly lucrative proposition.

Because some 900 lines have, in the past, been operated by members of the “ethically impaired,” the service has gotten a bad reputation. The majority of 900-line operations are strictly legitimate business ventures, however, and it is important to keep your station’s 900 offerings in this class. Make sure the per-minute rates are clearly stated whenever the 900 number is mentioned or shown on the air.

Wireless interactive television. An interactive over-the-air TV service may be in broadcast TV’s future. The FCC is currently considering allocation of 500kHz of highband VHF spectrum (218MHz-218.5MHz) for “interactive video and data systems,” which would allow TV viewers to respond to surveys or order merchandise via a transmitter adjacent to their set.

This service would afford a measure of interactivity to broadcast TV stations that is currently only available in some cable TV systems, and may provide an opportunity for additional station revenue, plus another value-added offering to advertisers. Technology currently proposed for this service would require a 250kHz-wide channel, allowing only two such operations in any market, however. Final FCC action authorizing this service is expected soon, with service beginning as soon as mid-1992.
Probably not. But the new Shure VP64 microphone could go on with show, after show, after show.

The new Shure VP64 is good news for broadcasters and their audiences.

In short, it delivers all the qualities you demand for a broadcast microphone — and then some. A high-energy neodymium magnet in the VP64 maximizes signal-to-noise ratio. Result: your on-the-scene reports cut through background clutter to make sure your audience gets the message. What's more, the frequency response is tailored for unbeatable speech clarity and crispness, while all but eliminating boominess and low frequency background noise.

And you won't find a better looking, easier-handling microphone anywhere. All of which makes the competitively priced VP64 the best value in its class.

See the biggest news in broadcast microphones today at your Shure dealer. For more information, call 1-800-25-SHURE.

The Sound Of The Professionals®...Worldwide.

If You Were Dropped 6 Feet, Head First, Would You Still Be Able To Cover The Story?
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If you can't guess why we put over a million each camera, just take a shot in the dark.
When it comes to shooting in challenging lighting conditions, Sony has the answer. Our full line of CCD cameras has Hyper HAD® technology to make it the most sensitive camera line available. With the Hyper HAD design, all three CCD chips have a light-magnifying lens on every pixel—a total of over a million lenses.

This exclusive On Chip Lens technology sets new standards in sensitivity by effectively doubling your light gathering capability. It allows you to use virtually all available light. And with our cameras, vertical smear is reduced to insignificant levels.

What's more, Hyper HAD technology joins the advances already in our Studio. EFP and ENG cameras to give you the highest quality image available.

To learn more, call us at 1-800-635-SONY, ext. 105. Once you do you'll never be left in the dark again.
FM intermodulation effects: A case study

Don't let RITOIE interfere with your station's frequency. Learn the legal and technical issues behind this complicated electrical interference.

By Robert D. Greenberg

Imagine you are driving down the highway, and the signal from your FM station disappears as if you were entering a tunnel — only there is no tunnel. You may be experiencing a phenomena called RITOIE, which occurs when signals from two stations interact inside a receiver. This may generate a new signal on a third frequency. If this signal falls on your station's operating frequency, it can disrupt reception.

RITOIE interference may significantly alter the number of listeners who can receive your station. Therefore, it is important to know who is responsible for causing and resolving this objectionable interference.

RITOIE was the subject of a Federal Communications Commission (FCC) memorandum opinion and order (MO&O — FCC 91-3) adopted Jan. 2, 1991. The MO&O created new case law on the subject. The following case history describes RITOIE, and some of the circumstances and decisions behind the adoption of this MO&O.

A major minor change

In March 1988, WKLX-FM, Rochester, NY, filed a minor change application. The station requested permission to move 6.5 miles, and co-locate with WRMM-FM. The request was granted. The station began automatic program test authority (PTA) in late April, filing its license application May 6, 1988 (BLH-880506KB).

Soon, WCMF-FM, Rochester, NY, began receiving RITOIE interference. The commission ordered WKLX to return briefly to its licensed site while the Buffalo field office investigated the interference. After the investigation, WKLX was allowed to return to the new site, and was granted limited program test authority.

The distance between the WKLX and WCMF sites is 5.1 miles. The blanketing contour for WKLX is 1.5 miles. (See Figure 1.) RITOIE arose in this case because the carriers of WKLX (98.9MHz) and WRMM (101.3MHz) form a 2-frequency third-order intermodulation product at 95.5MHz (98.9 x 2 − 101.3 = 96.5), which is co-channel with WCMF. (See Table 1.)

The arguments

WCMF claimed it received objectionable RITOIE interference when WKLX began PTA operations at its new site, in spite of WKLX's claims to have fixed the problem. Therefore, WCMF filed an informal objection to WKLX's pending license application. WCMF complained that many of WKLX's fixes were likely to be undone by listeners wanting to receive stations other than WCMF. Furthermore, nothing had been done about complaints involving mobile receivers. (Many of the mobile receiver complaints originated near the I-490/I-390 interchange.)

WKLX responded that it had resolved every verified complaint concerning reception of WCMF's signal on non-mobile radios. There were 836 complaints, 164 of which involved non-mobile receivers.

In November 1988, the chief of the Au-
EFFECTS, LIES, AND VIDEOTAPE.

SEE FIVE MINUTES OF SIZZLING NON-STOP EFFECTS.

DISPEL THE LIE THAT YOU CAN'T GET REAL WARPS FOR UNDER $30K.

GET YOUR FREE COPY OF THE NEW ABEKAS A51 VIDEO DEMO NOW.

It's super hot and yours free just for the asking. Call your Abekas sales office today. This is one videotape you don't want to miss!
dio Services Division found that although WKLX's move to its new site had initially resulted in RITOIE-based service disruption, its efforts to resolve the problem were sufficient to fully discharge its responsibility in the matter. The Mass Media Bureau upheld WKLX's exclusion of mobile and battery-powered receivers from its RITOIE resolution efforts. Accordingly, the bureau granted WKLX's license application and denied WCMF's informal objection.

WCMF requested reconsideration, arguing that WKLX made a material misrepresentation in its application by claiming no RITOIE interference would result from its proposed move. The station also claimed that to grant WKLX's license, with the attendant RITOIE, was, in effect, a modification of WCMF's license without notice and opportunity to be heard. Furthermore, WCMF claimed that the bureau had erred in finding that WKLX's anti-RITOIE efforts were sufficient. The bureau's decision to exclude mobile and battery-powered receivers from the scope of WKLX's RITOIE resolution program violated commission precedent. It also argued that the finding lacked the reasoned decision making required by the Administrative Procedures Act (APA). This act requires the bureau to proceed with reasoned decisions, supported by substantial evidence, and to explain fully all

Figure 1. The approximate locations of WKLX-FM, WRMM-FM and WCMF-FM. Most of the RITOIE occurred on a bearing between the two sites, but closer to the WKLX antenna.

www.americanradiohistory.com
departures from earlier rules.

WCMF requested that the commission designate the WKLX license for hearing, and determine whether allowing such RITOIE would be in the public interest. The station also requested that the commission suspend WKLX's PTA and force WKLX to return to its former transmitter site.

The issues

License modification. WCMF claimed that RITOIE caused an indirect license modification in violation of Section 316 of the Communications Act. The interaction of the WKLX and WRMM operating frequencies within certain receivers generates a signal on the same frequency as WCMF. This means WCMF can't be received on many receivers within its protected contour.

WKLX argued that Section 316 covers situations in which one licensed broadcast facility directly causes a permanent loss of a radio service that listeners are accustomed to receiving. RITOIE interference, as an indirect license modification, doesn't count.

The commission found that WCMF was not entitled to a hearing under Section 316. Disruption by undesired signals, not dependent upon receiver characteristics, may create a Section 316 right if uncorrected. In this case, the transmitted signals complied with all emission standards and requirements. The commission does not believe service disruption to particular receivers, because of their particular design, establishes a prima facie case of license modification.

However, where such reception problems occur after a station begins operation, the commission may find it in the public interest to require resolution of individual complaints. WKLX had taken appropriate measures, which typically include re-orientation of receivers and antennas, replacing of receivers with different models not affected by RITOIE, or installation of filters or shielding. WCMF submitted no supporting documentation with its informal objection to show that there were any new, unresolved non-mobile service disruption complaints.

Service disruption: non-mobile receivers. WCMF argued that the bureau erred in ruling that WKLX had fully discharged its responsibilities in this matter. WCMF claimed that WKLX should eliminate the interference, not just address some reported cases of it. The station contended that in order to eliminate the RITOIE disruption, the commission should deny WKLX's license application and require WKLX to return to its former site. Alternatively, WCMF should be permitted to move to the same tower as WKLX at WKLX's expense.

Two previous actions involving objec-

\[
\begin{align*}
WKLX &= 98.9\text{MHz} \\
WRMM &= 101.3\text{MHz} \\
WCMF &= 96.5\text{MHz} \\
WKLX \times 2 &= WHRM = WCMF \\
(98.9) \times 2 - 101.3 &= 96.5\text{MHz}
\end{align*}
\]

Table 1. The channel relationship that lead to RITOIE in 164 non-mobile receivers in the Rochester, NY, area.

The commission does not believe that service disruption to particular receivers, because of their particular design, establishes a prima facie case of license modification.

YOU NEVER THOUGHT WE COULD SYNCH SO LOW.

A synchronizable eight track for under $3500?

Shocking. After all, that's $1000 less than the next lowest synchronizable half-inch eight track. But our new TSR 8 proves that when Tascam decides to build in value, nothing is sacred.
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tionable interference, Midnight Sun (Midnight Sun Broadcasting vs. FCC, 11 FCC 1119, 1947) and Sudbrink (Sudbrink Broadcasting of Georgia vs. FCC, 65 FCC 2d 691, 1977), may have supported such a claim. WKLX countered that although these cases require elimination of objectionable interference, they do not require WKLX to resolve the interference beyond addressing the reported cases. Furthermore, they impose no moral or financial responsibility to provide a solution that permanently eliminates the interference.

RITOIE occurs when signals from two stations generate a third signal within a receiver that disrupts the reception of any station on the same frequency. Therefore, RITOIE effects are similar to blanketing, but different in origin.

WKLX asserted that Midnight Sun only obligates the newcomer to satisfy any complaints of interaction. Sudbrink, although recognizing a station’s financial responsibility to resolve interaction between transmitting facilities, emphasizes that the paying licensee need not incur excessive and needless costs. WKLX claims it had satisfied the interference complaints in compliance with Midnight Sun. Relocating WCMF’s transmitter would, therefore, result in the excessive and needless costs that Sudbrink holds as voluntary.

The commission has consistently found it in the public interest that newcomers make reasonable efforts to alleviate RITOIE-based service disruptions. Resolving disruptions on a complaint-by-complaint basis has been established as consistent with Sudbrink. Accordingly, WKLX was ordered to resolve the RITOIE complaints.

In a letter dated Sept. 29, 1988, WKLX stated that it had resolved every verified complaint it had received concerning reception of WCMF’s signal on non-mobile radios. In a letter dated Nov. 7, 1988, the bureau accepted this showing, finding WKLX’s efforts to be sufficient. Accordingly, the commission affirmed that WKLX had satisfactorily cured the service disruption to WCMF’s signal regarding non-mobile receivers.

Service disruption: mobile and battery-powered receivers. WCMF argued that the bureau erred by allowing WKLX to exclude mobile and battery-powered receivers from its RITOIE resolution program. The exclusion relied on a commission ruling excluding mobile receivers from consideration when dealing with FM blanketing interference. WCMF claimed that because RITOIE and blanketing are significantly different, the ruling violated the Administrative Procedures Act.

WCMF also claimed that mobile receivers are contained in vehicles. To include battery-powered receivers in the same category is without precedent.

WCMF requested that the commission designate the WKLX license for hearing, and determine whether allowing such RITOIE would be in the public interest. The station also requested that the commission suspend WKLX’s PTA and force WKLX to return to its former transmitter site.

WKLX argued that the bureau’s ruling met all the requirements of the APA and was therefore correct. WKLX noted it had voluntarily rectified interference problems of home portable radios where their locations were reasonably constant.

The commission reviewed the matter and found that excluding mobile and battery-powered receivers was not a departure from precedent. Therefore, it was not a violation of the APA.

In the past, the commission has excluded mobile receivers from consideration in problems, such as blanketing interference. The commission did not include RITOIE under the blanketing interference rule-making because it was not within that rulemaking’s scope.

The commission defines blanketing as interference that occurs when an FM station’s signal is of such magnitude that it partially or completely blocks receivers near the transmitting antenna from receiving other broadcast stations. In contrast, RITOIE occurs when signals from two stations generate a third signal within a receiver that disrupts the reception of any station on the same frequency. Thus, RITOIE effects are similar to blanketing, but different in origin. The commission’s decision not to include RITOIE under the scope of the blanketing rulemaking was an acknowledgment that notice had not been given regarding RITOIE. It did not preclude similar treatment of RITOIE where similar treatment was warranted. Nothing in the APA stops the commission from using the principles set forth in a rulemaking decision to decide a similar issue.

Mobile receivers were excluded from the blanketing rulemaking because such receivers are transient. Moving through the potential interference area, a mobile receiver will encounter constantly varying propagation paths and signal strengths.

Mobile receivers were excluded from the blanketing rulemaking because such receivers are transient. Moving through the potential interference area, a mobile receiver will encounter constantly varying propagation paths and signal strengths. This also applies with RITOIE. Battery-powered receivers are also inherently transient. Excluding them from the scope of blanketing and RITOIE resolution efforts is equally justified.

License granted

The commission found that the bureau’s positions were sound. Therefore, it denied WCMF’s petition for reconsideration, and it affirmed WKLX’s license grant.

When RITOIE arises, it quickly becomes a legal issue — not just a technical issue. It is important for engineers and managers to understand the legal foundations upon which such decisions are based.

Editor’s note: The opinions expressed by the author are not necessarily those of the Federal Communications Commission.

Footnote:
1. RITOIE (Ri-ü-ü) stands for receiver-induced third-order intermodulation effects.
Any microphone you own is now wireless.

The ingenious H185 “plug-on” transmitter converts any hand-held, shotgun, lavaliere or boundary layer microphone with an XLR connector to wireless operation. Constructed of durable machined aluminum, the H185 is built to thrive in the tough world of broadcast. Shock-mounted crystals minimize breakage caused by dropping or careless handling. A self-adjusting battery compartment accepts any alkaline battery. A precision, spring-loaded microphone coupler assures a secure, noise-free fit with any XLR jack. Build-in LEDs provide accurate audio level monitoring and battery status information.

For television ENG . . .

The compact CR185 receiver was designed for “on-camera” use, and is the perfect match for the H185 for ENG and EFP work. Narrow band filtering, high sensitivity and high intermod rejection make the CR185 receiver the best in its class. Audio output is balanced via a rear panel XLR jack. The CR185 operates from an alkaline 9 Volt battery or external 12V DC with either polarity. This is the receiver that will keep working when the others fail.

For radio station remotes . . .

Two standard sized receivers are available for use with the H185 in the studio or in remote locations. The R185 receiver combines a “bullet proof” front-end with narrow band crystal filtering and ultra-stable oscillators for unmatched sensitivity, selectivity and stability. The DR185 is a dual receiver diversity design utilizing two R185 receivers in a maximal ratio combining configuration for the most effective reduction of drop-outs available. These receivers operate from 110V AC or 12V DC and will perform reliably in the most difficult RF environments.

Lectrosonics wireless systems are presently in use at hundreds of television stations across the US and have become the standard choice of motion picture sound mixers everywhere.

Call for more information!
800-821-1121

Made in the USA
Building fiber-optic transmission systems

The advantages of fiber outweigh the complex design process. This is Part 2 of a 3-part series.

By Brad Dick, editor

Last month, in Part 1, the important basic terms used in fiber-optic cable were reviewed and the construction of fiber cable was detailed. Part 2 will lead you through the design process and show you how to set basic mechanical and environmental specifications.

Completing the specifications

In order to specify completely a fiber-optic cable, you need to define at least 38 specifications. (Don't worry, it's not as difficult as it might seem.) To organize these 38 specifications, they will be divided into two main groups, each of which is further subdivided into subgroups. These two main groups are cable specifications and fiber or optical specifications. Cable specifications will be examined in this section. Fiber or optical specifications will be addressed later.

The cable specifications are divided into two subgroups: installation and environmental specifications. The various specifications are grouped by category, as shown in Table 1.

Note that not all specifications apply to all situations. You will need to review your application to determine which of the specifications are applicable to your system's requirements. For example, cable installed in conduit or in protected locations will not need to meet a crush load specification.

Installation specifications

The installation specifications are those that must be met to ensure successful installation of the cable. There are six such specifications, which include:

- maximum installation load in kg-force or pounds-force
- minimum installation bend radius in inches or millimeters
- diameter of the cable
- diameter of subcables or elements
- recommended temperature range for installation (°C)
- recommended temperature range for storage (°C)

Maximum installation load. This is the maximum tensile load that can be applied to a cable without causing a permanent change in attenuation or fiber breakage. This characteristic must always be specified. Load values for some typical types of installations are shown in Table 2.

If your application will require a strength higher than those listed, just specify a higher strength cable. The increased cost of specifying a higher strength cable is small, typically 5%-10% of the cable cost.

Minimum installation bend radius. This is the minimum bend radius to which the cable can be bent while loaded at the maximum installation load. This bending can be done without causing a permanent change in attenuation, fiber breakage or breakage of any portion of the cable structure. This bend radius is usually specified as being no less than 20 times the cable diameter.

To determine this value, examine the locations where the cable will be installed, and identify the smallest bend the cable will encounter. Conversely, you can choose the cable and then specify that the
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INSTALLATION SPECIFICATIONS
- Maximum recommended installation load
- Minimum installation bend radius
- Cable diameter
- Diameter of subcables
- Maximum installation temperature range
- Maximum storage temperature range

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Temperature range of operation
- Minimum recommended unloaded bend radius
- Minimum long-term bend radius
- Maximum long-term use load
- Vertical rise
- National Electric Code or local electrical code requirements
- Flame resistance
- UV stability or UV resistance
- Resistance to rodent damage
- Resistance to water damage
- TEMPEST-rating
- Crushing characteristics
- Resistance to conduction under high-voltage fields
- Toxicity
- High flexibility/static vs. dynamic applications
- Abrasion resistance
- Resistance to solvents, petrochemicals and other chemicals
- Hermetically sealed fiber
- Radiation resistance
- Impact resistance
- Gas permeability
- Stability of filling compounds

FIBER SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensional specifications:
- Core diameter
- Clad diameter
- Buffer coating diameter
- Mode field diameter

OPTICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power specifications:
- Core diameter
- Numerical aperture
- Attenuate rate
- Cut-off wavelength

Capacity specifications:
- Bandwidth-distance product (dispersion)
- Zero-dispersion wavelength

Table 1. Fiber cable specifications are broken into two general areas: cable and fiber. Each of the areas are further broken into design specifications. When building a system, each of these factors must be carefully considered.

conduits or ducts do not violate this radius. This radius is actually limited more by the cabling materials than by the bend radius of the fiber itself.

Cable diameter. Despite the space-effective nature of FO cable, it still must reside in the available space. This is especially true if the cable is to be installed in a partially filled conduit. If the cable diameter is limited by the space available, then the diameter limits may be the only factor that determines which of the five designs from which you must choose. When faced with limited space, look first at an MFPT design. It requires the least amount of space.

Diameter of subcables or elements. The diameter of the subcable or of the cable elements can become a limiting factor. In the case of a breakout-style cable, the diameter of the subcable must be smaller than the maximum diameter of the connector boot so that the boot will fit on the subcable. In addition, the diameter of the element must be less than the maximum diameter acceptable to the backshell of the connector. Most breakout cables have tight-tube elements, usually with a diameter of 1mm or less.

Maximum installation temperature range. All cables have a temperature range within which they can be installed without damage to either the cable materials or the fibers. In general, the cable materials restrict the temperature range more than the fibers do.

Not all cable manufacturers include this parameter in their data sheets. In these cases, select a more conservative temperature range of operation.

Maximum storage temperature range. In severe climates, such as deserts and the arctic, you need to specify a recommended temperature range for storage in °C. This range will strongly influence the materials used in the cable.

Environmental specifications
The environmental specifications are those which must be met to ensure successful long-term operation of the cable. There are 22 factors that should be considered when designing an FO system. Refer to Table 1 for the complete list.

Because of space limitations, detailed discussions of all 22 environmental specifications will not be covered. A thorough review of these parameters is contained in the publication, "How to Specify and Choose Fiber-Optic Cables," on which this article is based. For more information about this publication, see the Editor's note at the end of this article.

However, some environmental specifications need special attention. The follow-

Table 2. Although fiber cable is durable, care must be given to the loads placed on it during installation. The table lists typical loads the cable might encounter in certain application environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Pounds Force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 fiber in raceway or tray</td>
<td>671b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 fiber in duct or conduit</td>
<td>1251b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 fibers in duct or conduit</td>
<td>250-500lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifiber (6-12) cables</td>
<td>500lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct burial cables</td>
<td>600-800lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lashed aerial cables</td>
<td>&gt;300lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-support aerial cables</td>
<td>&gt;600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ing factors are especially applicable to broadcast applications:

**Temperature range of operation.** This is the temperature range within which the attenuation remains less than the specified value. There are few applications where FO cable cannot be used because of temperature considerations. In fact, some cables have coatings that will survive continuous operation at 400°C.

There are two reasons why you must consider the temperature range of operation. The first is physical survival of the cable. The second is the increase in attenuation within the fiber when it is exposed to extreme temperatures. Let's see why that is the case.

All FO cables are composed of plastic materials, which have temperatures above and below which they will not retain their mechanical properties. After long exposures to high temperatures, plastics deteriorate and become soft. Some materials will begin to crack. After exposures to low temperatures, plastics may become brittle and crack when flexed or moved. Under such conditions, the cable coverings would cease to protect the fiber.

Another reason for considering the temperature range of operation is the increase in attenuation that occurs when fibers are exposed to temperature extremes. This sensitivity is seen when the fibers are bent.

When a cable is subject to extremes of temperature, the plastic materials will expand and contract. The rates at which the expansion and contraction take place are much greater (perhaps a 100 times) than the rates of the glass fibers. This movement results in the fiber being bent at a microscopic level. The fiber is either forced against the inside of the plastic tube as the plastic contracts, or the fiber is stretched against the inside of the tube as the plastic expands.

In either case, the fiber is forced to conform to the microscopically uneven surface of the plastic. On a microscopic level, this is similar to placing the fiber against sandpaper. The bending results in light escaping from the core of the fiber.

The outcome is an increase in attenuation, referred to as a microbend-induced increase in attenuation.

**Minimum long-term bend radius.** This represents the minimum bend radius to which the cable can be bent for its entire lifetime. It is usually specified as being no less than 10 times the diameter of the cable.

**Maximum long-term use load.** Most FO cables are designed for unloaded use. However, substantial loading occurs when cables are strung outdoors between poles or hangers or mounted on broadcast towers. In these cases, the cables are subject to self-loads and to additional loads from the environment, such as wind, snow, and ice. The actual load experienced by the

---

**Table 3.** The amount of load placed on the fiber cable over the long term is important and must be considered in the design phase. The table lists typical loads a cable might encounter in some applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Pounds force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 fiber in raceway or tray</td>
<td>23-35 lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 fiber in duct or conduit</td>
<td>67 lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 fiber in duct or conduit</td>
<td>71 lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifiber (6-12) cables</td>
<td>33-330 lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct burial cables</td>
<td>132-180 lb.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BTS recognizes Victor Duncan, Inc.** located in Irving, TX for its technological leadership by using BTS LDK-91 cameras with Frame-Transfer CCD sensors.
cable is primarily dependent upon the spacing between hangers.

It is important to specify the correct long-term use load characteristic so that the strain applied to the cable does not exceed a critical value. If this critical value is exceeded, it is likely that the fiber(s) will spontaneously, and for no apparent reason, break. The long-term use load depends upon the design and construction of the cable, but typically runs 10%-30% of the maximum recommended installation load.

If the cable will experience a significant long-term use load, this specification will be more important than the maximum installation load. Self-support cables are available from several manufacturers and are used by power utilities for suspensions as long as 3,000 feet. In these cases, the maximum span length is specified instead of the long-term use load. Typical long-term use loads are shown in Table 3.

Vertical rise distance. The vertical rise distance is related to the maximum use load. When cables are installed in a riser (within a building) or along a long vertical length, such as up a tower, the self-weight of the cable imposes a load on the cable. This load must be less than the maximum use load. Typical vertical rise distances for some cables are shown in Table 4.

UV resistance. Outdoor installations require that the cables be UV resistant or UV stable. Otherwise, the cable jacket will crack and lose flexibility when exposed to sunlight. Most cables for outdoor use rely on a black polyethylene jacketing material, which has a built-in UV-absorbing capability and no plasticizers that can evaporate over time.

Crush loads. The crush load is the maximum pressure that can be applied perpendicular to the cable's axis without causing a permanent increase in attenuation or fiber breakage. Two types of crush loads include short term and long term. Short term can mean during installation or during use. The long-term crush load is a load that might be applied continuously during the life of the cable.

In many applications, the crush load consideration is not important. Experience has shown that most of the cable products available today have crush performance sufficient to meet the needs of the typical user.

However, ENG and remote production applications require additional thought. These environments may place the cable in situations where it is run over by cars and trucks or even a 250-pound spiked-shoe football player. If there's a chance that the cable may be crushed, you have to decide if the crush load is likely to be a short-term or a long-term condition. If it's a short-term condition, you will have two basic concerns: first, that the fiber not break; and second, that the residual or hysteresis-type increase in attenuation (which remains after the crush load is removed) is acceptable. Typical crush strengths for some commercial cables are shown in Table 5.

Experience has shown there is one known exception and one likely exception to the specified crush resistance of FO cables. The one known exception is fibers that have a plastic cladding, such as plastic clad silica and hard clad silica. The one likely exception is all-plastic fibers. Some of these fibers do exhibit a residual, or net, increase in attenuation after removal of the load. Although this type of hysteresis has been observed, it is not significant enough to prevent use of these fibers in situations where crushing is unlikely.

High-voltage resistance. In some applications, FO cables need to be nonconducting because of their proximity to high voltages. In other applications, FO cables also must be unattractive to lightning (such as on a tower). In these situations, specify an all-dielectric cable. Such cables are readily available.

Flexibility — static vs. dynamic applications. In some applications, cables are subject to repeated bending or flexing. This would be the case for ENG and remote production use. The cables used in this type of application need to meet a minimum flexibility requirement for cable materials and fibers. A polyurethane jacketing is commonly used to create a cable that can withstand these stresses. Although the jacketing increases the cost of the cable, it also increases the flexibility to 10,000 cycles from the 1,000-cycle level common with the lower-cost PVC and polyethylene jacketing materials.

Optical specifications

Determining the required optical specifications for a fiber system is the most complex step of the design process. Because the system's performance relies primarily on these parameters, you need to consider carefully all of the optical requirements. A detailed discussion of each of the three possible design procedures is included in the publication upon which this article is based. Because of the relatively complex and lengthy nature of the optical design process, just an overview will be presented.

Three basic approaches are used to determine the optical specifications...Each method has its advantages and shortcomings.
minimum attenuation rate and the bandwidth-distance product at the operating wavelength and loss per connector pair. This approach is useful when dealing with simple systems. The obvious advantage is ease of use. Someone else does the specification work for you. This procedure is the most conservative of the three, but has the potential disadvantage of excessive system costs.

The higher costs result from the vendor's lack of vested interest in recommending the lowest-possible cost combination. Or, the vendor may simply be conservative and recommend products with higher performance (and higher costs) than those actually needed.

The second method for determining the optical specifications, lowest-cost, requires more work on your part. It does, however, force you to consider lower-cost components before deciding to use higher-cost devices. Another advantage is that it helps the designer to quickly determine the project's overall scope. You will be able to immediately determine the important basic details of the system.

This procedure requires that you follow an iterative approach in determining the basic optical power or loss requirements of each of the system's components. When determining the power budget, the designer considers separately the optical power losses from fiber, connectors and any other passive components.

The third design option is the direct calculation technique. This procedure will often result in the lowest-cost combination of hardware and cable. Using this technique requires the designer to determine five parameters for the system: fiber core size, fiber NA, central wavelength, spectral width and bandwidth-distance product. Often, this technique is used to either meet a particular design specification or because the new hardware must connect to an existing cable system.

Each of the aforementioned three design techniques requires calculations beyond the space available here. See the Editor's note for information about obtaining the complete reference source.

The final step

This completes the second part of the 3-part series. The final installment will appear in the January issue.

The conclusion of this series will cover three important system design considerations: cost-performance tradeoffs, evaluating competitive products and common misconceptions of fiber.

Editor's note: This article is based on the publication, "How to Specify and Choose Fiber-Optic Cables," by Eric Pearson, president, Pearson Technologies, Acworth, GA. Because of the limited space available, not all of the factors related to FO system design can be covered here. Readers may wish to consult the above publication for additional detailed information on the design process.
A logical approach to transmitter design
By Timothy P. Hulick, Ph.D.

Power efficiency is the last frontier in UHF TV transmitter design. With today's technology, non-linear klystrons are made to look linear, intermod products are canceled, and video and IF processing can clean up most signal imperfections. However, electric bills are still high, and they'll probably go higher. Therefore, it becomes worthwhile to investigate new technologies that will increase the efficiency of UHF transmitters.

Few changes have been made in the basic building blocks of TV transmitters since the introduction of IF modulation almost a quarter of a century ago. However, several recent developments promise to make UHF broadcasting more cost-effective. This article will explore one such new technology — the UHF digital TV transmitter.

Many paths to higher power
Several techniques are used in high-power UHF applications. Klystron pulsing, for instance, has significantly increased transmitter efficiency, and has been employed for several years. In fact, it is universally used in areas where electrical power is expensive because, in many cases, it can double transmitter efficiency.

The Klystrode gains increased efficiency by operating in Class B, compared to the klystron, which runs in Class A. In this mode, the Klystrode is a hybrid between the klystron and the tetrode. This also provides an efficiency improvement.

Another approach toward higher efficiency is the multiple-stage depressed collector (MSDC) klystron. This is still a klystron, but its efficiency is enhanced by a new way of collecting electrons.

Another emerging technology for UHF television is the inductive output tube (IOT). This device has efficiency and performance similar to that of the Klystrode.

Of course, there is the venerable high-power tetrode. New versions of this tube have overcome electron transit time problems, enabling its use in high-power UHF TV transmitters.

All of these devices have several things in common:
• They are all improvements over existing devices and approaches.
• They are all amplifying devices that must maintain correctable linearity to be useful.
• They all approach the theoretical power efficiencies dictated by their class of operation.

These devices are similar in many aspects. There is, however, a new digital approach to UHF TV transmission. It promises high power, simplicity and higher efficiency.

![Figure 1. A 2-switch modulator illustrates the concept of digital modulation. The current sources are binarily related, and between them provide four output states.](image)

It's only logical
The most basic, yet efficient, active electronic modulation device is a simple switch. It neither consumes nor creates energy, yet it has the ability to modulate a carrier. It is certainly not linear — but within its 2-state realm, it is marvelously efficient at either passing energy or blocking it.

What if there were two switches, one gating a signal source with half as much current as the other, as shown in Figure 1? Such a modulator can present to the load resistor four possible load currents. Of course, it is not much of a stretch to imagine such a modulator with four switches for 16 possible load currents, or eight switches for 256 possible outputs. 10 switches for 1,026, or 8 switches for 256 possible output load currents. This concept, including a mathematical derivation, was explored in a previous issue of Broadcast Engineering.

Transmitter in the works
Figure 2 is a block diagram of a prototype 1kW transmitter that embodies this principle. An RF oscillator operating on arbitrarily chosen UHF Channel 43 feeds into a power splitter. The splitter distributes the RF over n identical paths. In this case, n equals 10, because 10-bit integrated circuit analog-to-digital converters are readily available.

Each splitter output feeds a solid-state amplifier stage. Note that the output powers of these amplifiers are binarily related.

Bit-based modulation
This digital drive gating method linearly amplitude modulates the carrier wave.

Hulick is vice president, engineering, Acrodyne Industries, Blue Bell, PA.
by continuously adding and subtracting the number of amplifiers in use. Note that the individual amplifier modules need do nothing more than turn on or off. Because the amplifiers do not pass a video-modulated carrier, they can be operating in a non-linear mode. This offers two advantages. First, it means the amplifier can operate Class C or even D (switch mode). This is highly efficient and reduces power consumption. Second, this class of amplifier is threshold driven. The PIN diode driver switches provide approximately 25dB isolation when off. Ordinarily, this would not prevent feedthrough energy from entering the amplifier, and from there into the combiner, where it might affect the output resolution. However, the amplifier, operated Class C, can provide an additional 30dB of isolation when off.

An early prototype of this transmitter used a rather lossy combiner. Each stage added approximately 0.6dB loss. This means that the lowest order bits had to endure significant cumulative losses before they reached the output (up to 8dB for the LSB).

This had the effect of rolling off the output resolution as viewed on a demodulator. Although 10-bit video went in, only about 5-bit video came out. An improved, low-loss combiner has solved this problem.

**Transmitter operation**

This transmitter is essentially an RF digital-to-analog converter (DAC). It reconstructs the modulated waveform from ones and zeros. The summing action of the RF combiner results in a synthesized analog waveform on channel.

The digital nature of this transmitter allows it to have simple alignment and operation. The digital control electronics are fairly straightforward. The oscillator frequency can be set with any stable frequency meter of sufficient accuracy to assure transmitter compliance. The amplifier section itself is a bit more complicated because of the way individual modules interact within the combiner. Nevertheless, alignment is still fairly simple. This is because the amplifiers needn't operate in a linear fashion.

The transmitter is tuned by first select-

---

**Figure 2.** A block diagram of a prototype 1kW digital UHF transmitter. On peak signals, such as sync tips, all amplifiers are active, and the system provides full power. At other times, carrier modulation occurs by adding and subtracting amplifiers as required to track the input video.
One parameter that is critical to the transmitter's performance is the timing of the diode switch that feeds each amplifier. This is exaggerated by the high sampling frequency that clocks the A/D. Although the Nyquist theory states that the lowest sampling frequency must be at least twice the highest signal frequency, in practice, the sampling frequency must be much higher. This is because the digital transmitter generates spurious copies of the modulated signal at integral multiples of the sampling frequency. Raising the sample frequency to some point near the limits of the A/D, typically 50MHz-60MHz, gives good video performance and also simplifies output filtering.

Building blocks
It is difficult to find Class C solid-state devices for UHF television. Transistors come with internal matching components trimmed for use in certain bands. It would be ideal to employ devices that are optimized for UHF television, but until now, there has apparently been little application for them. For this reason, a prototype 1kW digital transmitter uses devices designed for the cellular telephone industry. The amplifiers include the needed compensation circuitry.

Digital future
A logical future step for this kind of transmitter is to include a digital input. This could be a direct digital output from a digital VTR, digital routing switcher or digital fiber optic or telephone circuit. This could greatly enhance the signal quality delivered to the home, because it reduces the possibilities for analog signal degradation.

The digital nature of the transmitter also lends itself to all manners of digital processing. This may include preemphasis, automatic gain control, peak limiting and other conditioning circuits, such as receiver envelope delay-correction circuitry. Vestigial sideband filtering, for the near term, is likely to take place at a high level after the transmitter output.

Power savings
The real advantage to TV station operators will come in the form of reduced power consumption. This transmitter can achieve 30% power savings over traditional means. Interestingly, the power savings is little to do with the use of semiconductors. Research has shown that it is more the class of operation, not so much the nature of the device, that determines efficiency. Because the amplifiers in this transmitter operate Class C, their higher efficiency is inherent.

The digital UHF transmitter, with its simplified circuitry and high efficiency, should be able to provide some economic relief to broadcasters in these difficult times. Adapting such new techniques may require new thinking. However, digital UHF transmission may eventually end up being the logical choice.

References
Continued from page 30

Radio respondents:

“Digital is the problem. DAB and RDS, where will they lead?”

“The overpopulation of AM and FM stations.”

“Debt service on stations that were purchased at highly inflated prices because of the station trafficking of the 1980s.”

“There is less concern on producing a quality product, and more concern with the bottom line.”

“Whether it (radio) will continue to grow in the face of new technologies trying to be the big juke box in the sky.”

“Digital broadcasting is the future, but we shouldn’t jump on any bandwagons (Eureka 147) until more research is completed.”

“DAB will only bring more competition to an already overcrowded industry.”

“AM makes up more than 50% of the U.S. radio market. Are we going to obsolete an entire medium? Broadcasters and the FCC and the receiver manufacturers need to pull their heads out of their *8%/$5% and do something, now.”

“Please give us an in-band DAB system.”

“DAB, let’s get it together and move with it!”

“To the FCC: Please solve the AM stereo issue and allocate spectrum for DAB.”

“It’s sad that broadcasting is a business. Bottom lines take the fun out of it.”

“To go digital or not to go digital.”

“DAB — how soon? How much? How do we get ready?”

“The FCC has no business trying to invent ways to increase the number of stations available.”

“AM, FM, DAB and HDTV. We are at the crossroads of our future.”

“The outcome of WARC ’92 will determine the future of DAB and thus the future of radio as we know it.”

“We are coming to the day when everything will be digital, which is great.”

“The FCC has no business trying to come up with ways to increase the number of stations available. Making spectrum space available for more stations is ludicrous.”

Continued from page 30

to the technology. Many wanted some guarantees from the FCC that they would be given first choice for any new DAB channels. The FM engineers occasionally mentioned wanting an in-band digital transmission system. Even so, the opinion on DAB was that it’s a threat to current AM and FM stations.

In other areas, there continues to be those who view broadcasting as a non-business. These people complain that their stations are being run as businesses, rather than as a service to the community. It’s often expressed as a complaint about the bean counters or profit-motive-based decisions. They say, “Broadcasting isn’t fun anymore.”

It’s time for these people to realize that broadcasting has to be a business if the station is to survive and they’re to keep their jobs.

Looking at the overall survey results, a more tight-listed approach seems in store for equipment purchases. For the engineer, that involves difficult choices. What do you replace? What technologies do you implement? Fortunately, the rough times we’ve encountered have toughened us up. Engineers are now better trained to deal with the interlocking issues of economics and technology than ever before.
6th annual national convention a success

By Bob Van Buhler

The society’s sixth national convention, in a year of significant economic retreat, proved to be a success for exhibitors and attendees. Total daily attendance at the show was 3,367, with 151 exhibitors. This year’s attendance was comprised of many international guests from Ireland, Italy, the Philippines, the Netherlands, Canada, Mexico and South Korea.

Although attendance was down 9% from last year’s convention in St. Louis, it was still deemed good, considering the weak broadcast economy. Next year’s annual convention will be held in October in San Jose, CA.

SBE awards announced

The 1991 Chapter Awards were announced at the chapter chairmen’s meeting, which was held at the convention. The Bryan, TX, chapter topped the list for active chapters with the best attendance ratio and the most SBE-certified members. The Huntsville, AL, chapter had the largest growth in 1991.

The Best Chapter Newsletter award went to the Indianapolis chapter. The Manchester, NH, chapter won the Best Newsletter Editor award. The Madison, WI, chapter again won Best Technical Paper by a Local Chapter and Best Local Frequency Coordination effort.

Martin (Sandy) Sandberg, a member of the Dallas chapter, was honored for his many years of service to SBE certification in his own chapter.

Joint SBE/RTNDA exhibition

SBE president Richard Farquhar and RTNDA president David Bartlett announced a collaborative effort in the 1991 SBE and RTNDA conventions.

The SBE and RTNDA will combine exhibition portions of their shows in Miami in 1993. The joint event will involve only the exhibit hall portion of the shows. Each group’s meetings will remain separate.

Newsrooms and engineering are the technical hubs of many radio and TV operations. Being able to bring together the news and engineering personnel on one show floor will be advantageous to attendees and exhibitors.

The combined exhibition creates opportunities for news directors to travel with engineering managers and view new equipment firsthand. In addition, the shift to a September convention date is more advantageous for many stations’ capital budget planning.

An engineer on the FCC

The idea of an engineer occupying a mandated seat on the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) came one step closer to reality, with the creation of H.R. 3501 by Don Ritter, R-PA. He announced his legislative initiative at the convention’s closing banquet.

Ritter is one of the few engineers in Congress, which is populated largely by attorneys. He holds an Sc.D. from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He is also a member of the House of Representatives’ Telecommunications Subcommittee of the Energy and Commerce Committee, which keeps a legislative eye on the FCC.

Ritter’s bill would require “at least one commissioner to be ‘skilled in the engineering sciences at the time of his or her appointment.’ This skill is to be measured by possession of ‘at least a bachelor of science degree in any engineering discipline from an accreditation board for engineering and technology approved institution, or by virtue of holding senior or fellow status in a nationally recognized engineering society, or by virtue of registration as a ‘professional engineer.’

The House Telecommunications Subcommittee has recently been the target of an SBE lobbying effort, based on a project spearheaded by SBE director Dane Erickson, of Hammer & Edison Consultants, San Francisco. Erickson is a registered professional engineer and a former FCC regional inspector. He is chairman of the SBE’s FCC liaison committee. Erickson praised Ritter’s efforts, and promised grass-roots support to ensure Ritter’s bill receives serious attention in Congress.

NPR certification course

National Public Radio (NPR) announced the use of its extensive satellite network to provide training opportunities to current and potential broadcast engineers everywhere NPR’s satellite signal can be heard. The course, developed in cooperation with the SBE’s Ennes Foundation, will cover Broadcast Technologist certification, and provide a review for the Broadcast and Senior Broadcast Engineer certification levels.

The course includes sections on electronic theory, audio theory and practices, AM/FM radio frequency theory, satellites and microwave, and FCC rules and regulations. Instructors include SBE vice president and broadcast author Jerry Whiteaker, John Reiner, chief of the international section of the FCC, and Andy Laird of Heritage Broadcasting.

It was partially funded by a grant from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB). The NPR/SBE course will be transmitted to NPR member stations on a closed-circuit basis during the winter of 1992.

The course is available to each SBE Chapter for $150. This charge is to help cover the costs of tapes, books and other expenses. If your chapter is interested in participating, call Donna Fox at NPR’s training department, 800-235-1212 ext. 2737.

Bylaws revision approved

The recent bylaws revisions were approved by a margin of 7:1 by the voting members. The changes, authored by past president Jack McKin and SBE Washington counsel Christopher Imlay were proposed and approved by the executive committee before they were submitted to the membership.

Some concern has been expressed by a small, but vocal, minority of members on the procedures followed in the ballot approval process. A review of the facts shows that the bylaws committee followed the correct procedures, but that the changes were submitted to the national office too late to include extensive explanatory materials with the ballot mailing.

President Richard Farquhar has appointed a committee to continue to review the SBE bylaws and provide an update on the approved changes in the next SBE newsletter.

Von Buhler is manager of engineering at KNX-FM/KCWW-AM Phoenix.
**BUSINESS SCENE**

**Digital Vision.** Stockholm, Sweden, has been awarded the contract to design and manufacture a digital HDTV codec to be used for HDTV transmission signals. The contract was awarded by a group involving the Norwegian and Swedish Telecom, the Swedish radio and TV corporations.

**Thomson Broadcast.** Englewood, NJ, has sold 20 Synonym top-end digital component vision mixers around the world since its launch at Montreux.

**BTS.** Salt Lake City, has sold a TVS/TAS 2000 switching system to Postique, Southfield, MI.

**GTE Spacenet.** McLean, VA, has agreed to provide satellite news gathering (SNG) services to the NBC News Channel.

**Snell & Wilcox.** Hampshire, England, has sold a DEFT conversion system to DuArt Video, New York.

**Canon.** Englewood Cliffs, NJ, has sold three J55X super lenses and three J18X8.5 hand-held lenses to KWGN Remote Services, a remote operation in the Rocky Mountain region.

**Scientific-Atlanta.** Atlanta, has announced that IDS Communications Group, Culver City, CA, will convert its satellite transmissions to Scientific-Atlanta's spectrum efficient digital audio technology (SEDA).

**Conus Communications.** Tallahassee, FL, has expanded in Florida by opening a state capitol bureau, complete with a satellite news gathering (SNG) vehicle.

**Vinten Broadcast.** Towaco, NJ, has delivered a multistudio Microsolv camera robotics system to CBS, New York.

**TFT.** Santa Clara, CA, has sold its first Reciter booster system to K10-FM, San Francisco.

**Solid State Logic.** New York, has sold an SL-4000G series console to Cinar Studio Centre, Montreal, Canada.

**Microdyne's Telemetry Division.** Alexandria, VA, has sold a Telemetry processing antenna system (TPAS) to the Department of the Air Force to be used at Holloman Air Force Base in New Mexico.

**Digital Audio Research.** Surrey, England, has appointed Audio Intervisual Design, Hollywood, CA, as U.S. West Coast distributor of the company's DASS 100 multifunction digital audio interface and sampling frequency converter.

**Canon U.S.A.** Lake Success, NY, has opened its Eastern regional headquarters in Jamesburg, NJ.

**Schmid Telecommunication.** Zurich, Switzerland, has relocated its headquarters within the city. The address is Binzstrasse 33, Zurich, Switzerland CH-8045; phone 01-456-11-11; fax 01-461-48-88.

**SkyPix.** Kent, WA, has signed an agreement with four partners for its direct digital broadcast satellite (DBS) home entertainment system under the name SkyPix Joint Venture LP.

The partners include Sky King Investment Corporation; Oil, Inc.; the Calafia Corporation; and Richard Owens Investment Corporation.

---

**DA SOLUTIONS!**

Our family of "Broadcast Quality" distribution amplifiers have been the perfect cost/performance solutions for more than 12 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ES-207</td>
<td>1 x 4 Video</td>
<td>$175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES-217</td>
<td>1 x 4 Audio</td>
<td>$129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES-208</td>
<td>1 x 12 Video</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES-227</td>
<td>1 x 4 Y/C</td>
<td>$295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES-209</td>
<td>1 x 12 Video and 1 x 12 Stereo Audio</td>
<td>$495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUAD</td>
<td>1 x 6 Video</td>
<td>$495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES-247</td>
<td>1 x 6 Audio terminal blk.</td>
<td>$395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLR Connectors</td>
<td>$595</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TYPICAL VIDEO SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Gain**: Adjustable from 5 to 15 Volts
- **Equalization**: Compensates for 1000 ohms from 59.5 MHz
- **Response**: -5 dB at 0 MHz, 0 dB at 10 MHz
- **Propagation Delay**: 100 nsec (2 nsec)
- **Differential Gain/Phase**: Less than 1°

**TYPICAL AUDIO SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Gain**: +20 dB Maximum
- **Response**: 20-20,000 Hz (-0.25 db)
- **Input**: Balanced or Unbalanced
- **Output**: 600 ohms Balanced or Unbalanced
- **Input Level**: 0.15 V in, 0.25 V out

---

142 Sierra Street, El Segundo, California 90245 • (213) 322-2136
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With Sony's digital switcher and effects, it's never been easier to switch.
If you're still hesitant about switching to digital, then you probably haven't experienced Sony's DVS-8000 Digital Switcher and the DME-5000 Digital Effects System.

They're remarkably easy to learn. Both are set-up like the switchers and effects devices you're accustomed to using today. And they're instantly familiar, so you'll be instantly productive.

They're designed to work together as the heart of an all Sony, all-digital system. A system designed to let you work with more power, more speed and greater flexibility.

And they're made by Sony. With all the reliability, service and support that Sony has always been famous for.

Best of all, the DVS-8000 and DME-5000 are incredibly cost-effective. What's more, they're available for immediate delivery.

Just call 1-800-635-SONY, ext. 712, to learn more.

Once you do, you'll realize it really has never been easier to switch.

Business and Professional Group.
Rank Cintel has relocated its offices from North Hollywood, CA, to Valencia, CA. The address is 25358 Avenue Stanford, Valencia, CA 91355; phone 805-294-2310; fax 805-294-1019.

Comark, Colmar, PA, and EEV, Elmsford, NY, have placed the world's first IOT-equipped UHF station on the air in Springfield, MA. WGBY-TV, Channel 57, is now operating its full broadcast schedule using a pair of EEV IOT tubes installed in a Comark 70kW transmitter.

Lexicon, New York, has named Westlake Audio and Audio Techniques as exclusive advanced product dealers for the Southern California and metropolitan New York areas, respectively.

Broadcast Microwave Services (BMS) has relocated its facility. The address is 5795 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego, CA 92123-1190; phone 619-560-8601; fax 619-560-1637.

Yamaha Corporation of America (YCA), Buena Park, CA, has formed the Pro Digital Products Department, a separate department for the marketing, sales and end-user support of the company's professional digital audio products.

PEOPLE

Paul J. Sweeney has been appointed sales executive for A.F. Associates, Northvale, NJ, for the New York metropolitan area.

Shoichi Takada has been named executive vice president for Fujinon, Wayne, NJ.

Robert Luka has been named broadcast sales manager for Cablewave Systems, North Haven, CT.

Mark Terry has been appointed executive vice president, marketing and sales, for JBL, New York.

John DeBrooke has been appointed Midwest regional sales manager for HM Electronics (HME), San Diego.

Jeffrey Maul has been named vice president of systems engineering and service for Advanced TechCom, Inc. (ATI), Lawrence, MA.

Tom Dolan has been appointed international marketing/sales director for MCL, Bolingbrook, IL.

Carl Holder has been named product management director for Dynair, San Diego.

Steve Krampf and Ray Maxwell have been appointed to positions with Lexicon, New York. Krampf is vice president of sales and marketing. Maxwell is regional sales manager.

David P. Aucoin has been promoted to vice president of customer services for Avid Technology, Burlington, MA.

Kathy Demerit has been named regional sales manager, production, Northeast region, for Sony Business and Professional Group, Teaneck, N.J.

Harris Rogers has been appointed director of sales for Dynatech Broadcast Group, Madison, WI.

Cal Vandegrift has been appointed director of export sales for Symetrix, New York.

(A new look at an old friend)

Since 1965, Russco Electronics has been redefining broadcast standards. Their reputation for quality began with the Studio-Pro and Cue-Master turntables. Since then, Russco Electronics has designed products to fill the needs of a constantly changing industry. Products like the 321 Telemote remote mixer and CD100 compact disk adapter/amplifier.

Russco is moving into the new year with an exciting new look from logo to product design! Fortunately, some things never change! Russco continues to provide quality, reliability and excellent customer service. Every product, from the Studio/Master 5058 stereo mixer to the Stellar M325 stereo audio amplifier, is built to work and built to last, with a guarantee to back it up.

To order a new product brochure, call Russco Electronics today at [209] 291-5591. It's always nice to hear from a friend!

5690 E. SHIELDS AVENUE • FRESNO, CA 93727
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January...

REMOTE PRODUCTION SPECIAL REPORT

- Fiber's Digital Solutions
Remote broadcasts can be a lucrative — or a losing — proposition. The difference usually depends on the technology needed to distribute and backhaul broadcast audio. The article shows how the dial phone is no longer the only way to relay the signal back to the studio. Digital telephone techniques (E-DN, Switched 56) and analog and digital fiber systems are available to improve the transmission process.

- Remote Production Equipment
Remote can be difficult if the right equipment is not available. Selecting from the wide variety of equipment on the market can be just as challenging. The article will walk the reader through the decision-making process to select the best equipment for any remote production or recording application.

- Intercom System Design
A stations try to originate programming from remote and studio locations, communication becomes the difference between delightful and di-aster. The article reviews the different types of intercom system designs, and offers suggestions on how to select the options your facility may need.

February...

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY

- Digital Compression for Audio and Video
Digital compression is the "hot" topic for audio and video applications. Compressed signals require less storage space than do non-compressed signals. Even more important, it is possible to transmit more channels of video than would otherwise be possible. This feature is composed of two parts. Part 1 addresses compression for audio. Part 2 addresses compression for video. The future of audio and video storage is at the height of rapid growth. Broadcast Engineering magazine will lead the industry in providing the reader with the latest in compression information.

- Optical Disc Recording Systems
Optical disc recording techniques have finally begun to mature. With the arrival of "affordable" recorders and read-write-erase lasers, users are provided with exciting new production tools. The article will look at the technology behind optical recording, emphasizing the new erasable techniques.

- Distributing Serial Digital Signals
As production equipment begins to rely on serial digital signals, the task of routing those signals around facilities becomes a problem. Until now, serial digital signals primarily resided within one or two pieces of equipment or within a single suite. Now, facilities need to send those signals to other locations. Only a few companies have discovered how to handle these signals. The article will lead readers through the process, showing them what considerations to make when designing and building interconnection equipment for serial digital signals.

- Camera Lens Technology
Probably no piece of production hardware is less understood than the camera lens. People who buy lenses seldom understand the technology, and often end up purchasing a lens that may not be best suited to their needs. Just as bad, the people who sell cameras are in the same boat because they sell cameras — not lenses. The article will address two sections: camera lenses and how they work, and how to maintain ENG lenses. The article will be the definitive piece on the physics of lenses in many years.

Problem Solvers

TURN EMPTY SLOTS IN YOUR DA FRAMES* INTO MONEY SAVERS

CARDKEY Linear Video Keyer
CARDPROC Video Processing Amplifier

- A low cost version of our successful MASTERKEY
- Seamless inlay of antialiased key sources
- Sell key or external key
- Upstream, downstream or stand alone
- Mix to key via remote, illuminated pushbutton
- GPI contacts provided
- User selectable mix to key rate

*Both cards will plug directly into Leitch Video or GVG DA frames.
They are also available in our 1/2 rack width self-powered frame.

broadcast video systems ltd.
40 West Wilmot Street, Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1H8
Telephone: (416) 764-1584  Fax: (416) 764-7438

Circle (42) on Reply Card

TATTOO™ VIDEO IDENTIFIER

Low cost insertion of 10 or any message up to 20 characters.
- Select 10’’ or 15’’ characters
- Video on frost characters
- Inline or seminline
- Fully customizable
- White, black, or blue
- Selective hot "off"
- Displayed only when on key

Questra Systems (818) 895-8510

Circle (38) on Reply Card

Free Catalog & Audio/Video Applications:

- Video: A.C., A.C., A.C., A.C.
- Audio: S.D.C., S.D.C., S.D.C., S.D.C.
- Audio: 20024-Audio
- Audio: 10A32-Side Audio
- Audio: 10026-Side Audio
- Audio: 10026-Side Audio

Circle (35) on Reply Card
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**CD cart systems**  
By Denon America  
- **DN-970RA enhancements**: auto-track select kit for designation of specific track on CD for auto-cue or permanent lockout; looping feature permits repetitive sound from material on CD without apparent seam from 2-frame or greater segment with pre-set crossfade times.  
- **DN-7700R CD cart recorder**: record and playback unit; AES/EBU or Sony digital interface; BU-0170A interface provides A/D and D/A functions for direct analog input and output; 63-minute capacity of 16-bit sound at 44.1kHz sampling; does not require TOC information.  
Circle (398) on Reply Card

**Woofers transducers**  
By Klipsch & Associates  
- **K-1200, K-1500, K-1800**: 12-, 15-, 18-inch woofers; high-efficiency units; heavy magnets and Kapton voice coil forms permit continuous extended 300W operation over 40Hz-2kHz spectrum with peaks to 3kHz.

Circle (405) on Reply Card

**Digital audio control**  
By New England Digital  
- **DSP mixer**: 16-channel system for use with NED digital audio workstations includes 24-bit mixing and processing; 5-band parametric EQ; gain control, digital crossfading and panning are performed without leaving the digital domain; Audio-Mation Mac-based mixing software; MultiArc multiskating, multisizer technology; SDIF-2, SDIF-M digital I/O; 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz sample rates with 60Hz or 59.94Hz time bases.

Circle (409) on Reply Card

**Console enhancement**  
By TASCAM/TEAC Professional  
- **M7/MDA package**: moving fader automation system designed for M700 production console; may be used to upgrade other console brands of appropriate design; LED display on fader panel shows all necessary information, but PC terminal display may also be used; Solo Link and Channel Link features designate any channel for solo or group functions; capable of controlling 128-channel M700 console.  
Circle (414) on Reply Card

**Expanded DAT control**  
By JVC Professional Products  
- **DS-DT900N enhancement**: serial control of digital audiotape transport expanded for interfacing to various controllers and serial devices; ID protocol number available to permit development of interfaces for video editing systems.  
Circle (404) on Reply Card

**Console, acoustics enhancements**  
By Lexicon  
- **OPUS V 3.0**: updated software for digital audio production system; extended functions for machine control, time compression/expansion, sample rate conversions and integrated audio and automation files; 4.8GB storage on two hard disks; 12-channel mixing with digital EQ; random-access editing; full control of audio, video transports.  
- **LFI-10**: intelligent digital audio format interface links professional, consumer digital audio formats such as digital multitrack, DAT and DASH equipment.  
- **LARES**: Lexicon Acoustic Reverberance Enhancement System; electroacoustical augmentation of natural direct and reflected energy improves listening conditions and intelligibility of halls, studios.

Circle (408) on Reply Card

**Power analysis**  
By Eastern Time Designs  
- **The Detective PC Edition**: power-line monitor senses power anomalies; stores up to 1,500 events in memory; Power Audit diagnostic software transfers data to a hard drive and compiles a power quality audit; results available on screen or printed.

Circle (400) on Reply Card

**Audio system measurements**  
By Gold Line  
- **DSP-30 spectrum analyzer**: multifunction, portable instrument uses 85dB window to display dynamic characteristics of a studio or hall as well as to monitor distortion levels; capture mode stores data; display can be recalled with 0.25dB to 5dB steps; useful for testing audio recording systems, filters, etc.

Circle (403) on Reply Card

**Audio workstation, effects**  
By KORG USA  
- **SoundLink**: random access, 8-track hard-disk recorder and editor with digital mixer; 48kHz sampling permits 110-minute capacity with expansion capability to 11 hours; includes 16-track MIDI recorder, sequencer and synchronization to LTC, VITC time codes and digital audio signals; full software control from hardware console.  
- **Wavestation EX**: audio synthesis unit; Vector Synthesis, Wavesequencing and Dynamic Digital Multi-Effects features with PCM memory expansion; 484 ROM-based sound-control waveforms.  
- **A1 effects processor**: DSP chip, 59 internal effects and 50 programmable effect chains; effect order sequencing control; use for stereo or independent dual channel work; compatible with digital workstations and DAT recorders.

Circle (406) on Reply Card

**Distribution system**  
By Lester Audio Laboratories  
- **DAS 2000**: audio signal distribution uses optical transmission with 1,300nm LED and 48kHz digital sampling; maximum matrix size of 64x64 uses 18-bit Delta-Sigma A/D conversion with PCM D/A converter; FDDI/B-key optical connectors.

Circle (407) on Reply Card

**Camera support equipment**  
By Matthews Studio Equipment Group  
- **T 650, H 600**: Horizon series tripod and fluid head from JTE features lightweight construction; spreader, clawball bowl and non-slip locks on telescoping legs; ENG/EFP head has recessed controls with tilt and telescopic control handles, quick release camera plate, ball base, complete lock and drag control.  
- **SPAGS bags**: miniature sandbags that can be used on a camera operator's shoulder to reduce unwanted movement of the camera.  
- **TPD box**: temporary power distribution unit for stage or location; two 100A, four 50A circuits have Bates connectors; each has power indicator light.

Circle (365) on Reply Card
298 metal particle formulation enables the use of higher carrier frequencies for greater reproducible bandwidth and improved signal-to-noise ratio for bright, sharp pictures even after multiple generations.

Identification tabs allow machine to sense tape type and adjust for thickness, hub diameter, and record current when using both Betacam and Betacam SP.

Hold-down spring with precision-ground ends helps center spool properly. One-piece design holds spool securely in place and protects against dislodging.

Solid, precision stainless-steel pins and low-friction rollers for smooth guiding and improved tape handling.

Brake system securely locks reel in place when not in use to prevent tape cinching.

Conductive carbon backcoat formulation incorporates a tough binder system to deliver durability, static dissipation, and a smooth surface for low dropouts and reliable handling.

High-impact anti-stat plastic housing for maximum tape protection and minimum debris-induced dropouts.

We are as committed to the engineering of great videotape as you are to the creation of great video.

That's why we developed Ampex 198/298 Master Broadcast Videocassettes for all your Betacam SP applications. And why we developed it with the same unrelenting passion for detail that you bring to your job.

From the tape to the plastic to the packaging, 198 Betacam and 298 Betacam SP reflect our commitment to this growing format...and to your growing needs.

Whether you're in the studio or in the field, you're assured of the utmost in reliability and consistent performance for every application, including original acquisition, editing, mastering, ENG, or CART systems.

Ampex 198 Betacam is ideal for all your ENG/EFP assignments, while 298 Betacam SP metal-particle tape is specially designed to deliver the brightest, sharpest pictures in the most demanding applications. Either way, you get Ampex quality all the way. From the company dedicated to your Betacam future. A future backed by the industry's most acclaimed customer service and technical support.

Ampex 198 Betacam and 298 Betacam SP. Engineered so you can create.
Satellite receiver
By Comstream Corporation
- ABR200: digital audio receiver with MUSICAM audio compression; 20kHz bandwidth signals at 128, 192, 256kHz/s rates; for Ku- or C-band operation; receiver software changes through channel link; CD-quality stereo; Quick Access Channelization via SCPC/FDM permits system changes locally or by uplink.
Circle (397) on Reply Card

Audio recording systems
By Otari Corporation
- MX-50 II enhancement: integral cue speaker, headphone amp, level and channel selection control; standard features include Voice Editing Mode with 2 x play speed operation and single-octave downward pitch shifting for quicker, editing of news and voice-over segments.
- DTR-90 R-DAT recorder: removable front panel serves as remote control; Edit Memory mode options store edit points for subsequent automatic execution; AES/EBU-AVIDP: standard AvidP-II digital interfaces.
- PD-464 system: disk-based recorder, editing unit for 4- to 64-track applications; Series III software with DSP option controls I/O levels, pan, mix functions.
- DE-24 editor: controls network of BVU video deck, slaved MTR-90 24-track ATR with start-stop triggering for seven individual sources using SMPTE addressable triggers; 4-in/4-out router for use with 4-bus console.

Expanded tool kit
By Panasonic Audio
- SV-3900: software developer's kit; available for MS-DOS or Macintosh systems; simplifies control of SV-3900 Pro-DAT systems from a PC using bidirectional C2-422, ESBUS serial network; graphic "remote-control panel" allows point-and-click operation of multiple DAT recorders.
Circle (412) on Reply Card

Satellite communications
By SpaceCom
- ImP: FM Cubed data and audio transmission system; downlink package contains antenna, receiver, LNB and cabling; service through Hughes Communications Ku-band SBS-6 satellite from Chicago international Teleport uplink; full range of bit rates for data and digital audio services.
Circle (413) on Reply Card

Fiber-optic instrumentation
By Anritsu America
- MW9013A optical TDR: time domain reflectometer for 1.3μm or 1.55μm single-mode fibers; senses fault location and transmission loss from Fresnel reflections and back-scattered light; integral 3.5-inch DOS disk stores 100 screens of data; 30dB dynamic range; 5-point masking function.

RF loads
By Altronics Research
- Product catalog: displays numerous 50Ω air- and water-cooled coaxial load resistors, self-contained heat exchangers and high-power non-reactive ceramic resistors; the OMEGALINE products cover VHF through FM to UHF frequencies with power ratings to 300kW.
Circle (352) on Reply Card

Broadband analysis
By Calan
- COMET remote monitor: for LAN or multichannel systems, such as CATV, monitors all carrier levels and compares data with pre-established operating parameters; produces aural and visual alarms for out-of-limit conditions; covers 40-550MHz, RF, telco communications; color spectrum analyzer; data storage facilities.
Circle (353) on Reply Card

Digital audio workstation
By Digital Audio Research
- SoundStation Sigma: multichannel simultaneous analog or digital recording or playback; variable speed operation; re-writable optical disk, full-function editing with touch-screen console; segment-based processing.
- DASS 100: multifunction interface for digital audio, enhanced with phase reversal, stereo fader features; includes sampling frequency converter and processor.
Circle (396) on Reply Card
Archiving software

By Nesbit Systems
- NSI tape library: available for single PC and multi-user network systems; tracks location of 15,000 videotapes, permits selected information to be retrieved within seconds; for production, broadcast and other types of facilities.

Audio circuit tests

By Consultronics
- MUX card: enhancement for PC3000 audio test system; scans six stereo program channels; when an audio quality check sequence (5s or longer) is sensed, the PC3000 performs a set of measurements and stores the results for later review.

TBC/synchronizer

By Horronic
- Model AP41: combination TBC, synchronizer for composite and Y/C inputs; full proc-amp control with gen-lock; stride, optional pixel-by-pixel dropout compensation; serves VHS, S-VHS, U-matic (SP) and satellite feed synchronizer requirements.

Cable assemblies

By ITT Pomona
- Series 2249: prepared BNC cables; four variations include RG58C/U, RG174/U, RG59B/U and RG12A/U cable types; PVC boot molded onto cable jacket and connector body provides stress protection and weatherproof seal.

Workstation controller

By JL Cooper Electronics
- CS-10 control station: interface for DigiDesign Pro Tools digital audio workstation; includes faders to control automation functions; programmable potentiometers access processing functions; transport controls similar to typical audiotape transport.

CLEANER & SHARPER VIDEO RESOLUTION

- Optimize the signal to your video monitor with Canare high performance cables and connectors.
- Ideal for computer graphics, video projectors, component (RGB) broadcast and digital VTR's.
- Component coax cable: super flexible, 75 Ohm (<2.2 nanosecond differential delay time). Matched with 75 Ohm BNC connectors (<1.1 VSWR to 2 GHz).
- Available in bulk or pre-assembled fan-to-fan tails.

MODULAR VIDEO CONSOLES

Video support system consoles with design flexibility. Units assemble in any configuration from stock components. Standard 19" EIA modular racks. Unique "Building Block" design is expandable to any size system.

Canare CABLES & CONNECTORS
511 5th St., Unit G, San Fernando, CA 91340
Phone: (818) 365-2446  FAX: (818) 365-0479

Winsted
Preferred by Professionals Worldwide

The Winsted Corporation
10901 Hampshire Avenue So • Minneapolis, MN 55438
612-944-8556
FAX: 612-944-1546
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Antenna products
By Electronics Research
- **Medium-power master antenna**: multistation design, reduced weight and wind-loading characteristics; economically suited to single-station use.
- **Lambda section**: antenna-mounting support provides antenna radiation pattern of a similar-sized antenna pole, but reduces weight and windload; increased rigidity over similar poles.
  Circle (358) on Reply Card

Editing enhancement
By Editing Machines
- **LSI logic chips**: second-generation JPEG compression available for EMC editing systems; full video bandwidth support with resolutions to 720x484 pixels; frame buffer uses YUV storage format allowing higher compression ratios.
  Circle (357) on Reply Card

Fiber test unit
By Tektronix
- **FiberScout**: optical fiber fault finder tests 1.550nm single-mode link; available with ports for short range (3km) to extended long range links to 64km (40 miles); identifies bends, faults, relative location and related decibel losses.
  Circle (374) on Reply Card

CRT setup assistance
By Minolta
- **CC-100 convergence meter**: used with dot or cross-hatch pattern to determine degree of misconvergence of dot or stripe phosphor CRTs; measures vertical and horizontal error separately.
  Circle (366) on Reply Card

Computer video
By STB Systems
- **ERGO-VGA/MC**: SuperVGA video adapter for IBM micro channel bus PCs; supports refresh rates to 75Hz for flicker-free display on PS/2 systems; includes drivers for several popular software packages; 256 color with 1,024x768-pixel maximum resolution; available with 512kbyte or 1Mbyte on-board memory.
  Circle (373) on Reply Card

Audio frequency measurement
By Stanford Research Systems
- **SR760 FFT**: spectrum analyzer with 90dB dynamic range; 50kHz bandwidth; performs THD, PSD, octave, band and sideband analyses from menu and help screens; DOS 3.5-inch disk storage; RS-232, GPIB interfaces.
  Circle (372) on Reply Card

Telecine utility
By The Adelaide Works
- **SCAN/R**: data acquisition unit for Rank and Bosch telecines creates database relating film key numbers and video time code during film-to-tape transfer; the video EDL can be translated into a negative cut list for editing.
  Circle (375) on Reply Card

Audio monitoring
By The Falin Company
- **KRK-9000 near field monitors**: 9-inch 2-way speaker systems; 91.5dB efficiency in generating SPL greater than 108dB; time-aligned crossovers; 35-pound units in 16.5x13.74x14-inch cabinets.
  Circle (376) on Reply Card

ID product brochure
By United Ad Label
- **1991 catalog**: displays more than 1,000 different label products for audio, video-tape ID and status applications, as well as inventory and warning labels; custom colors and printing available for most labels.
  Circle (377) on Reply Card

Lens testing
By Optex
- **Mark V test system**: acts as a substitute for a TV camera to perform tests on all electronic functions of camera lenses; individual modules required for Sony, Ikegami or Hitachi/JVC cameras.
  Circle (370) on Reply Card

Instrumentation products
By John Fluke Manufacturing
- **1991 distributor catalog**: 20-page publication includes improved 70 series digital multimeters and specifications for Philips frequency counters and timer products.
  Circle (362) on Reply Card

Power assurance unit
By LORTEC Power Systems
- **Series LE 3000**: 3-phase UPS units rated from 10kVA to 30kVA in single-cabinet packages; battery run times from five to 60 minutes; digital control circuitry provides "smart" battery charging; software-controlled inverter output waveform; on-line diagnostics; batteries slide out for maintenance; cabinet mounted on casters.
  Circle (363) on Reply Card

Audio connectors
By Neutrik USA
- **Series G, GC**: XLR-type connectors of plastic construction for low RF environments; metal plate gives support with threaded screw holes; gold contacts in female versions; latch release available; series G for PC mount, series GC for chassis mount.
  Circle (368) on Reply Card

Station automation system
By Louth Systems
- **ADC-100**: PC-based software for control of VTRs, cart machines, switchers, still-stores; serial connections tie eight devices to server; workstations network to server through Ethernet LAN; permits multiple lists for playback and record functions.
  Circle (364) on Reply Card

ENG data publication
By Naccomm
- **PT3 series brochure**: outlines various models of PT3 series ENG microwave products including frequency and channel data, audio and video performance and power requirements.
- **PA series**: data sheets on mast-mount power amplifiers.
- **PS series**: ENG truck control units.
  Circle (369) on Reply Card
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YUBA COMMUNITY COLLEGE offers classified ads. Blind ads $40 additional. Agency discounts available. To place your classified ad send your order and materials to Broadcast Engineering, Classified Ad Mgr., P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66208-2901.

Dennis R. Chapa
President
11385 Forestview Ln.
San Diego, CA 92131
(619) 695-2429

Eric Neil Angeline, P.E.
Architectural Engineer
Specializing in broadcast studio acoustics
1002 Greystone Street
Stillwater, OK 74074
405-744-6444
405-372-3949

East Coast Video Systems
State-of-the-art engineering for audio & video
Turn-key systems design & documentation
Equipment sales
CAB services
1485 Palisade Ave., Teaneck, NJ 07666 / (201) 837-8424

D. L. Markley
& Associates, Inc.
Consulting Engineers
2104 West Moss Ave.
Pekio, Illinois 61804
(209) 875-7511
Member A/CFE

Robert J. Nissen
The Nissen Group, Inc.
Communications Technology Consultants
32 Ridge Drive • Port Washington, New York 11050
(516) 945-5177

Unable to classified advertising now available as Classified Display or By-the-word.
Classified Display: $1.07 per column inch, per insertion, with frequency discounts available. 1 inch minimum, 10 inches maximum per ad. Blind ads $40 additional. Reader Service number 550 additional. Spot color available for $1.35 (color determined by publisher).

By-the-Word: $1.75 per word, per insertion. Initials and abbreviations count as full words. Blind ads $40 additional. 1/4 column charge $40 per insertion. No agency discounts allowed for classified ads.

Contact Renee Hamilton, at (913) 541-6745, for information on frequency and pre-payment discounts. To place your classified ad send your order and materials to Broadcast Engineering, Classified Ad Mgr., P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66208-2901.

YPUBA COMMUNITY COLLEGE offers a SBE certificate program. Electronic technician certificate available at completion of course. Marysville, CA. Contact: Dan Ynale, 916-741-6753.

Kino Community College offers a SBE certificate program. Electronic technician certificate available at completion of course. Marysville, CA. Contact: Dan Ynale, 916-741-6753.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

IMMEDIATE OPENING for mountain top transmitter operator working on weekends. Must be skilled in radio and television transmission. Must have at least 5 yrs experience in the field, and be able to work nights and weekends. Send resume to WMUS-FM, 400 Main Street, Millbury, MA 01520. (413) 673-8000. EOE.

12-9-11

QUALIFIED CHIEF ENGINEER. A group seeking to obtain the Israeli 2nd Channel franchises, is looking for a qualified chief engineer. Requires at least a BS degree or equivalent in electronics engineering (a supplementary MBA is preferred). At least 10 years experience in electronic engineering, with knowledge of all TV, video, and audio equipment. Must have experience in all aspects of microwave transmission, including system design, installation, and operation. Excellent verbal and written communication skills required. Must be able to work independently and as a part of a team. Must have a strong desire to work in a fast-paced, competitive environment. Must be able to work weekends and holidays. Salary negotiable. Please send resume to Broadcast Engineering, Classified Ad Mgr., P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66208-2901.

12-9-11

THOMSON BROADCAST, Inc.
Personnel Department
P.O. Box 5266
Englewood, N.J. 07631

An EEO Employer
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DIGITAL VIDEO PRODUCT SUPPORT ENGINEERS

The opportunity is now. Come grow with us. Apply your technical experience to servicing Thomson Broadcast Digital Video Equipment and to supporting our sales. A degree in electronics (BSEE) or equivalent is required. Thomson offers a salary commensurate with experience and a comprehensive benefits package. Please send your resume (no phone calls, please) to:

THOMSON BROADCAST, Inc.
Personnel Department
P.O. Box 5266
Englewood, N.J. 07631

An EEO Employer
Software Engineers and Hardware Engineers

The new world leader in analog and digital television routing switcher, PESA Inc., in Huntsville, Alabama, has immediate openings for the following positions.

Television Software Engineers with five years experience, three years or more in C, C++ and real time multi-tasking software design. BSCS, BSCE, or BSEE is required. Must be able to apply structured design methodologies. An additional plus is knowledge of broadcast equipment control systems and user design experience as applied to broadcast customer applications.

Hardware Engineers with five years experience in analog and digital video signal processing is a necessary prerequisite. An in-depth understanding of broadband analog video amplifier design and high speed digital logic design is also expected. A definite advantage in your credentials will be video routing switcher design and high date rate (greater than 100MB/S) logic design. BSEE is required, with a MSEE desirable.

PESA is a growing company that offers a competitive salary and excellent benefits package. We have recently been awarded contracts to support the broadcasting requirements on some of the major sporting events to be telecast in 1992, including both the Winter and Summer Olympics. If you have a desire to be number 1, please forward your resume and salary history to:

PESA Inc.
Attn: Ms. Bernie Cooper
2102 West Ferry Way
Huntsville, Alabama 35801
or
FAX (305) 882-3294

PESA is an Equal Opportunity Employer

For Classified Advertising or Professional Services Information
Call Renée Hambleton at (913) 541-6745
E-K video duplicating service

800/729-4455

Real time duplication - Sony high speed duplication - Standards conversions - Custom packaging - Extensive quality control

with locations in
Los Angeles • Salt Lake City • Chicago
Houston • Atlanta • Boston

FOR SALE

GENLOCK YOUR SYSTEM BLACK-BURST, SYNC, AUDIO TONE $289
Need to genlock your video system? The 3SG-50 from HORIZA generates black-burst, composite sync, and a 1-KHZ audio tone. Provides 6 separate outputs on any mix of up to 6 each of RS-170A black or sync. Also provides subcarrier, blanking, drive, UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTY. Contact your local video dealer or HORIZA - P.O. Box 3993, Mission Viejo CA 92690 (714) 489-0240

SONY, PANASONIC, JVC Authorized Parts Distributor

SEI ELECTRONICS

2520-22 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, PA 19132
215-223-9400 • 800-523-0894
FAX: 215-223-9423
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BROADCAST PAL SYSTEM: TK-299B camera, two TPE6 filters projectors, TP85 multiplexors, TPF side projectors, in- cludes remote controls, cables, power supplies, technical manuals. Recently removed from service, in excellent condi- tion. All offers considered. Paul Alcator, C.E. (415) 833-7512. 12-91-1

AT LAST... VTR REMOTE CONTROL... JUST THE WAY YOU WANT IT

THE ST60 VTR CONTROLLER

LOW COST • EASY TO USE • LOTS OF FEATURES

DNF Industries (213) 650-5256
1032 N. Sweetwater, #212, L.A., CA 90069

LEADER 5789 Vector/Waveform Monitor Barely used, in
clinton, all papers. $3500. Alan Oeder 415-461-8241 12-91-1

FOR SALE: Ron Balions’ Broadcast Engineer’s Comput- er ’Toolbox for IBM compatible computers. For details, send name and address to COMPUTER TOOLBOX, Ronald F. Balions, 116 Rice Street, Truckee, CA 8708-1628.12-91-1

E-Halli Electronics

(804) 974-6466

1005-F Seminole Trail • Charlottesville, Va. 22901
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AG-6810 PANASONIC VHS DUPLICATORS

Reburished with new parts including: + reel motor pulley + idler wheel + brake bands + pincher roller 90 days parts & labor warranty $595 each

Tel: 708 673 5400
Fax: 708 674 1960

CIRCLE (63) ON REPLY CARD

FOR SALE

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS LISTED BY THE FINEST POST-PRODUCTION FACILITIES IN THE COUNTRY...

MANUFACTURERS’ & DEALERS’ DEMO STOCK FOR SALE AT SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS...

MULTIPLE LIQUIDATIONS LISTED WITH HUNDREDS OF PRODUCTS AVAILABLE AT TREMENDOUS VALUES...

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT MOBILE TRUCKS, BROADCAST STUDIO CAMERAS-ENGINE GRAPHICS/CHARACTER GENERATORS...

CALL PROVID SUPPLY ST. LOUIS AT (314) 469-7297

CONFIDENCE & VALUE THROUGH EXPERIENCE

Let us shop for you!!

PROVID SUPPLY CORP

(708) 670-4532

AMPEX VPR 80 8/16 overhead bridge, includes: TBC 80, waveform monitor, vectorscope, video monitor & source generator: $18,000. 314-673-2229. 12-91-1

TUBES 4CX1000A, 4CX250B, 41000A, 4CX1500A, and more. We carry large inventory, all major brands (EIMAC, AMPEREK, RCA) Call Steve 1-800-842-1489. 1-91-tfn

FOR SALE: Need some power and ultra compact portable light unit? NEW KA 2500 with Eimac 3CX500T/57 fully electronic protection, 87, 5-108 MHz, 2500 Watt only 6-8SW, excitement. Low pass filter, 18 months warranty lifetime parts and labor only $8,105; in stock! EURO TECH, full line FM exciters, FM tube and solid state amplifiers, microwave links, transmitting antennas, calibrated cables coupling, splitters, low pass filters and more. Catalogs, quotes at 201-434-5729 Fax: 201-332-0751

FDR SALE: 2-EEV-Magnetic assemblies for the 3672- Klystrons, included are: Cavities, Water Jackets, Loops, etc. Also: EEV-3672 Klystron. Excellent condition, 11,500 hours. Asking $55,000 for all. 1-955” guyed tower. Built 1987-88, Solid leg, Class D, Designed to support 17 TV with waveform 1-12 Bay FM. Call for price and additional information, Call Ron Brown, (713) 473-5585. 1-91-11

CAPACITORS OVERNIGHT

• Power Supply – computer grade up to 450VDC
• Transmitting – MICA – Sangamo, Cornell-Dubilier
• Oil Filled – Non-PbO2 Cub, Rectangular
• Relays • Filters • Transistors
Any parts starting with 1N or 2N

1-800-323-0460 Fax 1-800-425-3664
Kelner Electronics, Inc., Charlotte, VT 05445
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Textbook Perfect SMPTE Bars Are Now At Hand.

It's everything you told us you wanted in a portable test signal generator. Accurate. Lightweight. Battery or AC powered. American-made. And very affordable. The new BTG-100 from Videotek even lets you generate up to 20 alphanumeric characters for source ID. Whether you're setting up equipment or tracking down a problem, you'll find it an indispensable tool to have. Call us today to find out more about the BTG-100. Another technological innovation from Videotek.
Here's One Way To Deal With Post Production Effects...

Here's The Easy Way! JVC's KM-D600U.

Imagine combining the most useful features of a DVE, a special effects generator, a chroma keyer and two TBCs... all in one product. That's precisely what JVC has done with the KM-D600U.

Best of all, it's so simple to set-up and operate, you'll be using it 15 minutes after you open the box. Call 1-800-JVC-5825 or write: JVC PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY 41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, New Jersey 07407.